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Abstract 

This thesis addresses the need to move to cleaner economic growth based and 

focuses on fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) to help realised the move to zero 

carbon emissions by 2050. The review of the state of the art in Zero Emission 

Vehicle (ZEV), Energy Storage Source (ESS), fuel cell, hydrogen technologies 

and economy has confirmed the potential of FCEV. The review has also 

identified the need to reduce cost and improve efficiency to enable widespread 

market adoption. 

This thesis demonstrated the suitability of passive hybrid systems, where fuel 

cell and battery are directly connected without a DC-DC converter, to reduce 

the cost and increase the efficiency of FCEVs. 

An original passive hybrid powertrain model was developed and validated using 

experimental data to provide a realistic dynamic behaviour for the FCEV. An 

original fuzzy logic controller was designed using rules exploiting State of 

Charge(SoC) and fuel cell load power to determine the most appropriate fuel 

cell pressure to satisfy the load of the FCEV whist reducing the number of fuel 

cell start-stop times and extending the vehicle range. 

The system model was used to carry out simulation studies to demonstrate the 

advantages of passive hybrid systems compare to active hybrid systems in 

terms of reduced cost, complexity, weight, resulting in increased vehicle range. 

The simulation has highlighted the need to carefully design passive hybrid 

systems to minimise fuel cell power variation in response to load demand 

changes. An original set of rules was proposed to size fuel cell and battery and 

applied for different battery technologies whilst considering well-to-wheel for 

downsizing passive hybrid powertrain. 

Overall, this thesis has demonstrated through the use of surveys, modelling 

control systems design and component sizing that passive hybridization is a 

good alternative for Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle (ULEV). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation for ‘The Road to Zero’ 

Historically, the relationship between economic growth and environment 

protection was complex (Everett et al. 2010). Many countries have spent natural 

resources such as coal, oil and gas formed and accumulated over hundreds of 

millions of years ago to ensure economic prosperity. Overuse of the natural 

resources in the United Kingdom, and the rest of the world have resulted in 

significant environmental challenges, such as climate change, air pollutants, 

shortage of energy and ecological collapse. During the worldwide economic 

downturn [in 2008], there was a realisation of the opportunity that the natural 

environment can play a significant role in sustaining economic growth. The UK 

government has pledged to move to cleaner economic growth to create an 

economy with new outstanding green industries (UK Government 2017). 

 

Therefore, environmental and legislation demands associated with the 

reduction of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) is encouraging the automotive industry 

to move from Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) propulsion to Ultra-Low 

Emission (ULE) systems. Battery electric and hydrogen fuel cell technologies 

have been recognized as having the most potential for zero-emission 

automotive systems including Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) and Fuel Cell 

Electric Vehicles (FCEV) (Automotive Council UK 2017; European Commission 

2018; SAE 2016).  

1.1.1 Environment protection and sustainable development 

⚫ Climate change  
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Climate change has become a severe problem in the world, due to carbon 

emssions, as a result of the continuing global population increase and the 

increasing demand (and supply) for new technologies. Figure 1-1 highlights the 

negative impact that road transport has on the climate change. According to the 

UK Government, the transport sector has become the largest producer of 

carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from fuel combustion, accounting for 33% in 

2019 (Government of the United Kingdom 2019). Globally, the CO2 emissions 

for transport contributed with 24.6% of the total emissions in 2016 and has 

significantly increased its contribution since 1990 (71% increase) (International 

Energy Agency 2018). 

 

Figure 1-1 Road transport impact on UK GHG (Department of Transport 2018) 

 

⚫ Ambient air pollution 

 

In 2016, ambient air pollution caused about 4.2 million deaths in the world 

(World Health Organization 2018). In densely-populated cities, road transport 

is usually a significant source that caused air pollution. This pollution is due to 

combustion engine that use emit CO2, PM 10, and NOx as well as tyre road 

interaction that produce a range of minor particulate emissions. The Committee 

on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants has estimated that 28,000 to 36,000 
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premature deaths in the UK per year are due to exposure to traffic-related 

pollutants (Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants 2018). Perhaps 

not surprisingly, 81.5% of the permanent resident population of England and 

Wales live in highly-populated urban areas (ONS 2013), who can be directly 

impacted by such harmful emissions. In summary, road transport has caused 

and continues to cause serious health problems because of traffic-related 

pollutants (Barnes et al. 2019).  

 

⚫ Energy security 

  

Figure 1-2 Trends in transport consumption from 1970 (National Statistics 2019). 
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Since 2004, Britain became an importer of energy. In 2017, oil and gas were 

accounting for approximately 90% of the UK energy import (Bolton 2018). 

Figure 1-2 shows that transport accounted for the most significant proportion of 

consumption, and it seems to increase until the recent covid-19 crisis. During 

COVID-19, the commercial transportation activity was reduced by 32% from 1 

March 2020 to 08 June 2020 in the UK (Department for Transport 2020). About 

73% of the consumer transport is road transport, and most of the road transport 

is still relying heavily on imported foreign oil (National Statistics 2019). The 

dependence on imported energy is linked to a lack of energy security and can 

cause overpricing or unavailability of energy (International Energy Agency 

2019). Therefore, energy security has a significant impact on long-term 

economic developments, with continued liberalization of fuel prices, increasing 

diversity and security in energy become a primary target for green economic 

growth.  

 

1.1.2 Policies analyse 

Since 2003, the UK government had set a target to reduce CO2 emissions by 

60%, relative to 1990 levels. Moreover, by the suggestion of the Climate 

Change Committee, the government increased the target to 80% for all GHG 

emissions. For now, the committee has advised the UK, as a responsible world 

power to bring fresher air, healthier life and more economic benefits to the 

citizens (Stark et al. 2019). More concretely, the UK has set an ambitious target 

to reduce 100% (net-zero) GHG by 2050 (Department for Transport et al. 2019). 

To achieve this goal, the UK has consistently taken a positive role in the 

improvement and development of low-carbon technologies. For instance, the 

promotion of low carbon vehicles, carbon capture and storage (CCS), hydrogen 

and fuel cell technologies.  
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Recent policies have focused on the replacement of the internal combustion 

engine (ICE) with less polluting forms of technology, including battery electric 

and fuel cell electric powertrains. The UK Department for Transport states they 

will end the sale of new petrol and diesel cars/vans by 2040 and funded nearly 

£1.5 billion for Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV) development to reach net-zero by 

2050 (Department for Transport et al. 2019).  

 

In conclusion, road transport is a key sector for the proposal of strategies to 

fight climate change, ambient air pollution and energy security. The policies 

have shown clear direction: ZEV is the future. The uncertainty is the scale and 

pace of ZEV market growth.  

 

1.2 Research question  

The aim of this PhD was to investigate the suitability of passive hybrid FCEV 

powertrain for the Coventry University Microcab H2EV (Hydrogen Electric 

Vehicle). 

To accomplish this aim, the project was divided into following objectives: 

1. Develop a passive hybrid FCEV powertrain model for the Microcab vehicle  

2. Use experimental data to validate the novel passive hybrid powertrain model.  

3. Investigate the potential efficiency gains associated with the proposed 

passive hybrid powertrain compared to the existing active powertrain. 

4. Investigate PEMFC and different ESS passive hybridization combinations for 

FCEV. 

5. Define the suitable size and type of fuel cell and ESS for the Microcab H2EV. 

1.3 Contributions  

The contributions of this work are as follows: 
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1. An original passive hybrid powertrain model was developed in MATLABTM 

and Simulink® and validated using experimental data to provide a realistic 

dynamic behaviour for the FCEV.  

2. This work has demonstrated that the most significant control variables were 

the fuel cell pressure and the fuel flow rate for the passive hybrid system 

controller.  

3. An original fuzzy logic controller was designed using rules exploiting SoC 

and fuel cell load power to determine the most appropriate fuel cell pressure 

to satisfy the load of the FCEV while reducing the number of fuel cell start-

stop times and extending the overall vehicle range. 

4. A set of passive hybrid system component sizing rules were proposed to 

select components for optimal passive hybrid system. The resulting optimal 

passive hybrid powertrain produces lower GHG emission than many 

commercial vehicles. 

 

1.4 Thesis overview  

Having introduced the research theme, aims, objectives and the methodology, 

this section presents the remainder of the thesis structure. 

  

Chapter 2 outlines the current state of ZEV and related ESS, fuel cell and 

hydrogen technologies. Chapter 2 is adapted from the author’s published paper 

“Intelligent Hydrogen Fuel Cell Range Extender for Battery Electric Vehicles”. 

Based on this review, ZEVs has shown that FCEVs have the most potential to 

achieve the goal of ‘The Road to Zero’. A gap was identified between the current 

and future BEVs and FCEVs.  

 

Chapter 3 details an original FCEV powertrain model based on the Coventry 

University Microcab H2EV. The model is adapted to simulate both active and 
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passive hybrid FCEV. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the experimental works for validating the passive hybrid 

FCEV model developed in chapter 3. The simulation results are shown to be in 

good agreement with measurements. This provided the confidence continue to 

analyse and develop the passive hybrid fuel cell powertrain model as described 

in chapters 5 to 8. 

 

 

Chapter 5 investigated the benefits of direct passive system effect on FCEV 

performance and range extension for initial conditions, e.g. different battery 

SoC level.  

 

Chapter 6 presents an original fuzzy logic controller, which is designed for 

passive hybrid system to control the power flow between fuel cells and ESS by 

modulating the hydrogen pressure. The results showed that the passive system 

can satisfy the load of FCEV while reducing the number of fuel cell start-stop 

times and extending the overall range. The application of the developed fuzzy 

controller further improves on the performance of the passive hybrid system 

without fuel cell power output fuzzy control. This chapter is based on the 

author’s submitted paper “Evaluation of a hybrid FCEV based on a passive fuel 

cell/battery architecture FCEV”.  

 

Chapter 7 presents the impact of Lithium-ion, lead-acid and NiMh battery 

technologies on passive hybridization system. Despite the advances in the 

other technologies, it is shown that lead-acid battery is the most appropriate for 

micro FCEV due to low system cost and the ability to prevent deep discharge 

due to the fuel cell. Ni-MH battery based passive hybrid system has a relatively 

lower efficiency than lithium battery but can provide a longer cycle life. Its good 
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performance when the load is constant makes it more suitable for large vehicle 

operating mostly on motorways. The current Lithium battery used in the 

Microcab H2EV vehicle is the best in terms of minimising fuel cell load variation 

when subject to varying load demand typical of urban driving.  

 

Chapter 8 provides a guideline for selecting fuel cell and batteries size in the 

passive hybrid system. The demonstrations validated the rules of the guideline. 

Moreover, it justifies the importance of sizing for a passive hybrid system.  

Also presented is the analysis of different drive cycles in order to clarify the 

scope of use for passive hybrid FCEV. Also, a Well to wheel analysis of different 

powertrains provides a big picture of environmental impacts on GHG emission.    

 

Chapter 9 provides a summary, conclusions and suggests areas of future work.  

The overall structure of this thesis is summarised in Figure 1-3.  

 

 

Figure 1-3 Overview of structure of thesis  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review of ZEV 

technologies 

Road transport is recognized as having a negative impact on the environment. 

Policies have focused on the replacement of the internal combustion engine 

(ICE) with less polluting forms of technology, including battery electric and fuel 

cell electric powertrains. However, progress is slow, and both battery and fuel 

cell-based vehicles face considerable commercialization challenges.  

To understand these challenges, this chapter starts with a review of the state of 

the art in the academic literature for ZEVs. It then outlines the technologies 

relating to ZEVs such as batteries, fuel cells and hydrogen. The current gaps in 

ZEV technologies highlighted and motivation for the research given. 

2.1 Overview of zero-emission vehicles   

Electric vehicle (EV) technology is developing fast. The population rise and 

familiarisation with EVs has resulted in governments committing resources to 

reduce emissions caused by traditional EVs. Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle 

(ULEV) is a new concept to describe a vehicle that uses low carbon 

technologies and emits less than 75g/km of CO2 (SMMT 2016). ULEVs include 

three types of EVs, Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), BEVs and FCEVs. 

ZEV having been identified as the means to deliver ‘The Road to Zero’ strategy 

is the focus of this work and is reviewed in the following sections.  

2.1.1 Current status of battery electric vehicles 

BEVs are recognized as a potential Zero Tailpipe Emission (ZTE) automotive 

solution in the future, which exhibits high powertrain energy efficiency and low 

running costs compared to other Low Carbon Vehicle (LCV) technologies such 
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as hydrogen fuel cell and petrol hybrid vehicles (Pollet et al. 2012). However, 

current BEV limitations include range, cost/efficiency with consideration of the 

vehicle sizing, as well as the dependency on the charging infrastructure. The 

following subsections review the current status of BEVs to justify their 

advantages and limitations in terms of technical and associated business 

perspectives. 

2.1.1.1 BEV Range  

The most significant challenge of current BEVs is their limited range compared 

to ICEV (Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle) average levels, as shown in 

Table 2-1 based on the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and real-world 

range. 

The driving range of BEVs should consider the average driving distance, 

household vehicle ownership and the percentage of household vehicles used 

for long-distance journeys. The average daily driving distance in European 

countries is from 25 miles (UK) to 50 miles (Poland) (EUROPA 2012). In 

addition, only 19% of vehicles are used frequently to take long-distance trips, 

but as many as 81% of cars are used for long distance trips. This means that 

most of the cars will do long distance trips but infrequently (Segard 2015). This 

is supported by current travel mode behaviours where more than 60% of people 

prefer to travel by road vehicles for long-distance journeys (over 250 miles). 

The survey also indicates that only 35% of the families have more than one car 

to meet the demands of all ranges of their trips (Department for Transport 2019). 

The conflict between travel demands and daily use cannot be settled with the 

same electric vehicle (EV). As a result, the range demanded from BEVs cannot 

be ignored. Since the battery pack is the only energy storage system (ESS) of 

a BEV, the method used to increase the range is to increase the battery size 

and improve battery performance. Designing large battery packs to fulfil BEVs’ 

long distances trip requirements will lead to a higher than necessary use of 
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resources and associated cost for most journeys. It is not efficient to oversize 

all BEVs to provide equivalent ranges to ICEVs. 

 

Table 2-1 The performance and price of popular BEV models (RENAULT 2019, Volkswagen 

2019, BMW 2019, Nissian 2019, TESLA 2019) 

Vehicles Official 

NEDC 

range 

Real-

world 

range 

Retail 

price 

Home charging 

time (7kW) 

Fast 

charging 

NISSAN Leaf 

30 kWh 

168 miles 124 miles £26,190 7.5 hours 1 h (50 

kW) 

Volkswagen e-

Golf 

186 miles 144 miles £29,230 5 hours  35–40 min  

(50 kW) 

BMW i3 120Ah 223 miles 160 miles £36,935 4.5 hours 35 min  

(50 kW) 

Renault Zoe 

Z.E. 40 

250 miles 186 miles £29,270 7+ hours  1 h (43 

kW) 

Tesla Model S 

75D 

304 miles 243 miles £69,954 11 hours 40 min+  

(120 kW) 

 

2.1.1.2 BEV battery Characteristics 

Battery performance is one of the most significant features of the BEV; Table 

2-2 presents five alternative battery technologies. Lead acid batteries, nickel 

batteries and lithium batteries are the current commercial solutions. Metal-air 

batteries and sodium-sulphur batteries are potential candidates for use in future 

EVs (Tie et al. 2013; Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2015; 

Das et al. 2017).  
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Table 2-2 The comparison of energy storage specifications for BEVs 

Characteristics Lead–

Acid 

Nickel–metal 

hydride (Ni–

MH) 

Lithium-

ion  

(Li-ion) 

Sodium–

Sulphur 

Lithium-air 

Specific energy 

(Wh/kg) 

35 70–95 118–250 150–240 3463 

Energy density 

(Wh/L) 

100 180–220 200–400 - - 

Specific power 

(W/kg) 

180 200–300 200–430 150–230 - 

Life cycle 1000 <3000 2000 800+ - 

Energy efficiency 

(%) 

>80 70 >95 80 >95 

Production cost 

(£/kWh) 

48 160–200 120 200–360 150 

 

The main factors to evaluate battery performance include specific energy 

(Wh/kg), energy density (Wh/L) and specific power (W/kg). In the automotive 

industry, consideration of ESS the also includes the life cycle, energy efficiency 

and production cost. The Ni-MH and Li-ion batteries are widely used in electric 

vehicles (including BEVs and hybrid vehicles) due to their higher performance 

compared to other types. Ni-MH batteries are mostly used in hybrid electric 

vehicles (HEVs) such as the Toyota Prius HEV. Li-ion batteries are widely used 

as the primary ESS in pure BEVs, such as the Nissan Leaf and VW e-Golf 

(Pollet et al. 2012). Li-ion batteries are currently offering the best compromise 

in terms of energy density, lifecycle and cost. This has led to a widespread 

adoption which has driven its cost down, strengthening its market dominance 

for the present and the short-term future. However, compared to ICE and FC 

propulsion, the performance of Li-ion batteries is limited.  
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The battery performance and BEV range are affected by temperature. The 

range of Renault ZOE BEV was found to decreases by 56 miles (32%) when 

temperature decreased from 15 °C to −15 °C, see Table 2-3.  

 

Table 2-3 Range variation against temperature for the Renault ZOE Battery Z.E.40 equipped 

with 16” wheels and driving at 50 mph (RENAULT 2019) 

Temperature  Distance 

range 

−15 °C 120 miles 

−5 °C 140 miles 

5 °C 169 miles 

15 °C 176 miles 

 

According to a report by the Global EV Outlook 2018, the top ten BEV sales (in 

thousands) by countries in 2017 are China (579), USA (198), Norway (62), 

Germany (54), Japan (54), UK (47), France (34), Sweden (20), Canada (16) 

and Netherlands (11) (International Energy Agency 2018). Most of these 

countries are in the mid-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, and the 

temperature usually drops under 0 °C in the winter, which means the BEV range 

in winter is a significant issue. 

 

In summary, increasing battery sizes and associated stored energy in BEVs will 

lead to an increase in vehicle size and weight without solving the negative 

impact of temperature on BEV range. 
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2.1.1.3 Battery Raw Material Limitation 

The mass market demand for BEVs with an extended range capable to replace 

current ICEVs, will lead to a significant growth in raw material usage. The 

materials involved in battery manufacture includes manganese, nickel, lithium 

and cobalt. Manganese and nickel have large scale reserves, mature supply 

chains and only 0.4% of the global nickel demand is for battery use (King and 

Boxall 2019). They are therefore not expected to be strongly impacted by 

growing demand for batteries. Lithium and cobalt, which are used in lithium 

batteries, have a significantly greater influence on the global EV market, with 

batteries representing about 6% of the total demand for cobalt and 9% of the 

total demand for lithium in 2017 (King and Boxall 2019). 

It is predicted that lithium-ion batteries will remain the market leader for the next 

twenty years (International Energy Agency 2018). Therefore, even if Li-Air or 

sulphur batteries overtake the lithium-ion battery in the future, raw materials 

such as lithium and cobalt will be essential. The availability of resources for the 

manufacturing of lithium-ion cells is an important topic for the continuing 

development of electric vehicles. Two key elements of material availability are 

the material market distribution and the industrial structure (Grosjean et al. 

2012). According to McKinsey (Figure 2-1), the battery market for lithium has 

almost trebled between 2010 and 2017 (Azevedo and Hoffman 2018). It is 

expected to represent more than three-quarters of overall production by 2025. 

There is a potential discrepancy between the demand and resource for the 

amounts of lithium required to feed the expansion of EVs. The latter is 

envisaged to require 1Mt/year after 2026, whilst current resources are 

estimated to be between 19.2 Mt and 71.3 Mt (Oliveira et al. 2015). 
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Figure 2-1 Lithium and cobalt demand the evolution of the whole market. Reproduced from 

McKinsey data (Azevedo and Hoffman 2018) 

 

Despite this gap between supply and demand, some authors believe that the 

increased demand for Lithium should not become an obstacle in the future due 

to the presence of untapped reserves. However, commercially viable means to 

exploit oceanic lithium are yet to be developed and terrestrial stocks have 

limited extraction capacity. Further, restricted geographic resource distribution 

has geostrategic implications (King and Boxall 2019). In particular, the lithium 

supply relies on a minority of countries and companies. China, Chile and 

Australia occupy 85% of the global production market, and only four 

companies—Talison, Sociedad Química y Minera (SQM) de Chile, Albemarle, 

and and Livent Corp. (formerly FMC Lithium)—supply the majority of mining 

exports (Azevedo and Hoffman 2018). 

Although lithium is widely used in EV batteries, cobalt availability is believed to 

be more critical due to its geographical distribution and geostrategical 

implications. Global Energy Metals Corp has predicted that 75% of all lithium 

batteries will contain cobalt by 2020 and above half of the cobalt demand will 

be driven by batteries (Global Energy Metals 2019). The percentage of cobalt 

production used for battery manufacturing has so far increased at a much 

slower rate. It is however expected to grow significantly, reaching more than 50% 

of cobalt production by 2025. The growing demand for rechargeable batteries 
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and a low volume of cobalt production has caused the cobalt price to quadruple 

from 2016 to 2018 (InfoMine 2019). Cobalt is mostly a by-product from mining 

nickel and copper. Therefore, cobalt production is not expected to be able to 

meet market demand. According to Macquarie Research, a global production 

shortfall of approximately 6.4% equivalent to 7194 t is expected in 2020 

(Bulletin 2017). 

A method to alleviate supply issues is to develop lithium-ion battery 

remanufacturing and recycling to form a cost-effective supply chain for the 

electric vehicle battery industry (King and Boxall 2019; Mohr et al. 2012; Gu et 

al. 2018; Li et al. 2019), as well as other modes of electric mobility. Lithium 

battery recycling is a long-term strategy to mitigate the magnitude of material 

shortages. However, less than 3% of lithium batteries are currently recycled, 

and less than 1% of lithium is reused in new products (Vikström et al. 2013; 

Wang et al. 2014; Swain 2017). This is firstly due to the recycling technologies 

lagging behind lithium battery technologies (Huang et al. 2018). Secondly, 

policy and regulations for lithium battery recycling are not adapted. Therefore, 

the industry is focusing more on cobalt as opposed to lithium due to its high 

value (King and Boxall 2019; Huang et al. 2018). 

Battery manufacturers, raw material producers and the recycling industry are 

making a strenuous effort to alleviate the expected raw material crisis. The UK 

is expected to recycle 339,000 tonnes lithium battery packs (Anwar et al.  

2020). The expected improvements in design, materials, manufacturing and 

recycling should decrease the use of raw materials. Battery end users should 

also consider the battery capacity requirements for most common journeys; 

therefore, reducing battery size is a possible solution for material saving. Raw 

material shortages could not threaten the EV market, provided battery size is 

not increasing continuously in an attempt to replicate ICEV range, when most 

journeys require significantly smaller ranges. Alternative solutions should be 

developed to cater for infrequent longer journeys or adapted to specific vehicles 
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designed for longer journeys. 

2.1.1.4 BEV efficiency and cost 

BEVs have powertrains with high energy conversion efficiencies compared to 

ICEVs. However, the current trend of oversizing batteries to increase vehicle 

range to become equivalent to ICEVs results in battery size and overall vehicle 

weight increases. This results in higher energy requirements to move the same 

vehicle and therefore decreases the vehicle’s overall Well-to-Wheel (WTW) 

energy efficiency, see Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2 Adding battery weight decreases efficiency, which was revealed by an internal 

analysis based on G4 Vehicles (Golf class). Reproduced from (ERTRAC 2018) 

 

Simultaneous increases in battery size and reductions in overall vehicle WTW 

energy efficiency and increasing material consumption are increasing both the 

manufacturing and running costs of BEVs. Brennan and Barder found in 2016 

that the average manufacturing cost of a mid-size BEV is £14,000 more than 

ICE vehicles, with the cost of the battery pack being one of the main costs 

(Brennan and Barder 2016), see Table 2-1.  

 

Incentives from governments have helped balance the significant price 

difference between EVs and ICEVs. In addition, changes in customer 
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behaviours and motivations, and the impact of “diesel-gate” have resulted in 

increased sales. In particular, registrations of BEVs more than doubled in 2017, 

whilst they only increased by 7% between 2015 and 2016 (Alawi and Bradley 

2013; Noori et al. 2015; Hutchinson et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2015; Palmer et al. 

2018; Bundesregierung 2016; Bubeck et al. 2016; Kane 2017). The ICEV cost-

effectiveness (high performance-price ratio) is still slightly higher than BEVs 

(Noori et al. 2015). ICEV’s cost-effectiveness is reliant on the oil price, and 

uncertainty associated with the latter can potentially make this highly variable. 

Today, BEV prices are higher than ICEVs for an equivalent model. However, in 

certain conditions, such as with suitable subsidies, appropriate length of 

ownership and refuelling costs, the lifetime costs of EVs are competitive when 

compared to ICEVs (Hagman et al. 2016; Roth 2015). For example, the 

Toyota Prius is London’s favourite private hire car, with twice as many having 

been purchased compared to the second-place vehicle – the Ford Galaxy 

(Ottocar 2018). 

 

According to the 2017 APCUK Roadmap from British Automotive Council, 

future BEVs need to be ‘tailored for usage’ (Automotive Council UK 2017). This 

means that the range and size of BEVs should be adapted to demands and 

applications. This could avoid oversizing the BEV that would otherwise result in 

increased manufacturing and running costs, and higher purchase prices. 

Appropriate vehicle and battery sizing will decrease the demand for raw 

materials that are limited in availability. Based on the National Travel Survey 

England 2018 by the Department for Transport, the average annual driving 

range in the UK was 6580 miles in 2017, which equals around 25 miles per day 

(Department for Transport 2018). Hence, tailored BEVs will mostly be small- or 

medium-sized vehicles, and they will rely more on charging infrastructure to 

allow longer ranges. 
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2.1.1.5 BEV Infrastructure availability 

Limited by vehicle efficiency, costs and raw materials, future BEVs require a 

reduction in battery size, and this will lead to a range decrease. As a result, the 

charging frequency will increase, and this will make BEVs depend more on 

charging infrastructure. Table 2-1 presents the charging time using home and 

fast charging facilities for popular BEVs. Most current BEVs require more than 

five hours when using home charging, and when using public fast-charging 

infrastructures, the charging speed is much higher but still over 30 min, which 

is not comparable to the refuelling speed of ICE vehicles and FCEVs. Thus, to 

fully commercialize and replace current ICEVs, the demands of BEV charging 

infrastructure will be much higher than current petrol stations. The growth in the 

speed of BEV charging infrastructures has been fast in the past few years, due 

to increasing ownership of BEVs and governmental efforts. Figure 2-3 shows 

the growth in the total number of charging connectors in the UK from 2011 to 

2018. 

 

Figure 2-3 Total number of charging connectors in the UK. Reproduced from (ZAP-MAP 2019) 

 

Chargers are divided into three categories: “Slow (7h-8h)” chargers are mostly 

rated at 3 kW and used in the home. “Fast (2.5h)” chargers have power ratings 

of more than 7 kW and are found in household and public facilities. 

“Rapid(45min-1h)” chargers are mostly provided in public facilities with specific 

vehicle charging points. The latest data from the 2019 UK ZAP-MAP, a UK-wide 
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map of charging points, indicates that the total number of public points was 

1622, the number of rapid charging devices was 2361 and the total number of 

rapid charging connectors was 5489(ZAP-MAP 2019). It seems that the growth 

of charging infrastructure is fast, but the total number of public charging points 

is still very small in comparison to petrol stations. As the Department of Energy 

and Climate Change claimed in 2012, the distance between each petrol station 

in the UK is shorter than a 10 min drive (The Department of Energy and Climate 

Change 2012). Hence, charging infrastructure construction will be a long-term 

project which will require decades to reach the current level of petrol station 

infrastructure. The rapid growth of BEV charging infrastructure will also lead to 

increased demand for electricity, and corresponding actions are required from 

the National Grid System (National Grid Group 2017). 

2.1.1.6 BEV brief summary 

BEVs have advantages in energy efficiency and higher environmental 

performance compared to ICEVs and ICE-based HEVs are recognized as one 

of the future road vehicle solutions with the most potential. In order to meet the 

requirements of peoples’ vehicle demands and reach the target goals to replace 

current ICEVs, BEVs will need to increase their range and reduce their cost. 

However, limited by battery performance and main raw material resources, 

increasing the battery capacity for drive range extension will decrease vehicle 

efficiency, and lead to growth in both manufacturing and running costs. Another 

method to realize future BEVs, “tailored for usage”, will not be easy to achieve 

since more than 65% of families own only one vehicle which is expected to fulfil 

any length of journey that is demanded. Moreover, the “tailored for usage” BEVs, 

which are mostly small/medium-sized vehicles, will depend more on 

infrastructure, but the amount of charging facilities will not reach the level of the 

current petrol stations in a short period. 

Similar to BEVs, another future vehicle solution, FCEVs, have advantages 
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compared to ICEVs and other competitive vehicles, but also have limitations in 

both technical and associated business aspects. 

2.1.2 Current status of fuel cell electric vehicle  

FCEVs use hydrogen as the power source, where the hydrogen fuel cell 

supplies the appropriate voltage to the battery or the power system. There are 

some competing energy storage technologies for use in FCEVs. Table 2-5 

shows an overview of the latest situation for fuel cell energy storage 

technologies. The advantages and disadvantages of various fuel cell 

technologies, such as electro-chemical, chemical and electric, are examined for 

different kinds of fuel cell vehicles. 

2.1.2.1 Performance and pricing of current FCEV fleet 

Table 2-4 The performance and price of popular FCEV models 

Fuel cell 

Vehicles  

Real-

world range 

Retail price  Annual fuel 

cost 

Battery 

 

2019 

Honda Clarity 

360 miles £295/Month for 36-

Month lease 

£ 1000 346 V Lithium 

Ion 

2019 

Hyundai Nexo 

354 miles £51,200 £ 1200 240 V Lithium 

Ion 

2019 

Toyota Mirai 

312 miles £66,000 £ 1000 245 V NiMH 

 

In 2018, there were only 8000 FCEVs in stock in the world, and 4500 of them 

were in the US (International Energy Agency 2018). In terms of vehicle range 

(see Table 2-4), the FCEV has a longer a range than the BEV and a similar 

range in comparison to conventional vehicles. However, the development of 

fuel cell technology and the high energy density of hydrogen, make it relatively 
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easy to increase the range without significantly oversizing the ESS. For 

example, Toyota have targeted a 620-mile driving range with a fuel cell concept 

car which can offer more than a 50% increase in driving range over the current 

Toyota Mirai™ FCEV (BLOOMBERG 2017). For example, from Figure 2-2 a 

300kg battery pack is need for 312 miles journey for BEV, and for same journey 

the FCEV only need total 109kg weight for the hybrid system(47kg battery pack 

with 57kg fuel cell stack and 5kg hydrogen tank) (Green Car Congress 2020).  

Unlike BEVs, it can be seen in Figure 2-4 above certain point of battery capacity, 

the fuel cell stack size has limited effect on fuel consumption which means 

overall efficiency is decreased slightly when battery size and fuel cell size 

increase (Fletcher 2020). Generally, when the optimal size of hybrid system is 

selected, FCEV can easily add more fuel to hydrogen tank without increase the 

battery pack and fuel cell stack size.  

 

Figure 2-4 Battery and fuel cell size effect on fuel consumption (Fletcher 2020) 

From the point-of-view of customers, the purchase price of FCEVs is much 

higher than for other vehicles. FCEVs is about 4 times more expensive than the 

ICEVs and 2 times more expensive than the BEVs. This is mainly related to the 
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production/sales volume, since the current number of FCEVs is incomparable 

with other types of vehicles. The running costs of FCEVs and BEVs are 

currently much lower than ICEVs as taxes are not added to the hydrogen fuel 

and electricity for charging. However, FCEVs’ operating costs are still expected 

to remain lower than ICEVs, even if taxes were to be added for fuel and 

electricity charging.   

2.1.2.2 FCEV Infrastructure availability 

The refuelling speed of FCEVs is similar to ICEVs which only takes about a few 

minutes. The most significant problem for fuel cell vehicles is a lack of hydrogen 

refuelling stations. In 2018, there were 330 stations around the world and only 

15 fuelling stations in the UK (International Energy Agency 2018). In 2017, John 

Hayes, the UK Transport Minister, acknowledged that the main obstacle to 

hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles was the refuelling infrastructure, and a new 

£23 million fund was announced by the government to boost the development 

of hydrogen vehicles and the required infrastructure (Department for Transport 

et al. 2017). This move was part of the ambition of the UK government to 

achieve zero-emissions for every new car by 2040. Following this help from 

government, Burgh stated that this incentive program would attract more 

investment and encourage further development of hydrogen-powered vehicles 

and infrastructure (Department for Transport et al. 2017). 

The increase in hydrogen refuelling stations is significantly increasing the 

demand for hydrogen. The latter requires a significant growth of hydrogen 

production and a vast distribution network. Section 2.3 on the hydrogen 

economy addresses both of these issues. 

2.1.2.3 FCEV summary 

FCEV advantages include range (compared with BEVs), overall efficiency, 
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running costs and zero tailpipe emissions (compared to other ICEVs and HEVs). 

FCEV limitations include the limited hydrogen infrastructure and distribution 

network, as well as a high purchase cost. FCEVs can meet the requirements of 

daily use and longer travel demands in the future. FCEVs are currently 

dependent on the hydrogen economy and could supplement it or be restricted 

by this relation. The high cost of fuel cell systems, the shortage of infrastructure 

and the immaturity of the hydrogen economy all limit the development of FCEVs. 

Hence, a transition solution is required to bridge the gap between today’s and 

future BEVs and FCEVs. Passive hybridization FCEVs might fulfil this gap. The 

following sub-section will introduce the ESS (in Appendices), fuel cell and 

hydrogen technologies that can be used in a passive hybrid powertrain.  

2.2 Review of different fuel cell technologies  

The most popular fuel cell technologies are Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC), 

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC), Alkaline electrolyte Fuel 

Cells (AFC), Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 

(MCFC) and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC). The PEMFCs, AFCs and direct 

methanol have advantages such as portability and miniaturization. PAFCs and 

SOFCs are suitable for medium and large power generation, as well as 

combined heat and power. MCFCs are suitable for large scale energy 

generation (Das et al. 2017). The technology with ideal characteristics for road 

vehicle applications is PEMFC. It has high overall efficiency, quick start-up, low-

temperature operation, zero-emission, a long lifetime, simple design, small 

volume, less weight and non-corrosive features (Gencoglu et al. 2009; 

Bromaghim et al. 2010). However, the costs of the proton exchange membrane 

and the platinum catalyst are prohibitively high. Researchers and automotive 

manufacturers are continuing to optimize fuel cells. For example, the Toyota 

Mirai™ fuel stack not only reduced volume by 43% and weight by 48%, but also 

improved power delivery by 26% compared with the 2008 model of fuel stacks 
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(Hunt 2018). Due to the developmental potential of fuel cell for portable 

applications, transportation applications and stationary applications, the fuel 

cell could become an environmentally friendly, economically-competitive 

energy storage device for the future market (Sharaf et al. 2014). 

Table 2-5 Summary of fuel cell characteristics (Tie et al. 2013; Mekhilef et al. 2012; Elmer et al. 

2015; Sharaf et al. 2014) 

Energy 

storage 

source type 

Alkaline 

electrolyte 

fuel cells 

(AFC) 

Phosphoric 

acid fuel 

cells 

(PAFC) 

Solid 

oxide fuel 

cells  

 

(SOFC) 

Molten 

carbonate 

fuel cell 

(MCFC) 

Proton 

exchange 

membrane 

fuel cells 

(PEMFC) 

Direct 

methanol 

fuel cells  

(DMFC) 

Anode 

catalysts 

Nickel Platinum 

supported 

on carbon 

Nickel–

YSZ 

composite 

Nickel 

Chromium  

Platinum–

Ruthenium 

supported 

on carbon 

Platinum–

Ruthenium 

supported 

on carbon 

cathode 

catalysts 

Silver 

supported 

on carbon 

Platinum 

supported 

on carbon 

Strontium-

doped 

lanthanum 

manganite 

Lithiated 

nickel oxide  

Platinum–

Ruthenium 

supported 

on carbon 

Platinum–

Ruthenium 

supported 

on carbon 

interconnect 

material 

Metallic 

wires 

Graphite Ceramics Stainless 

steel 

Graphite Graphite 

electrolyte An 

aqueous 

solution of 

potassium 

hydroxide  

Liquid 

phosphoric 

acid  

Yttria-

stabilized 

zirconia 

A liquid 

solution of 

lithium, 

sodium, 

and/or 

potassium 

carbonates,  

Solid 

polymeric 

membrane 

Solid 

polymer 

membrane 

Fuel Pure H2 Pure H2 H2, CO, 

CH4, other 

H2, CO, 

CH4, other 

Pure H2 CH3OH 

Cell voltage 1.0 1.1 0.8-1.0 0.7-1.0 1.1 0.2–0.4 

Operating 

temperature 

(◦C) 

70-100 150-220 600-1000 600-700 50-100 60–200 

System 

output (kW) 

10-100 50-1000 1-3000 1-1000 1–250 0.001–100 

Electrical 

efficiency 

(%)  

60-70 36-45 35-65 45-65 43-58 40 
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2.3 Hydrogen economics 

Due to the first oil crisis, an attractive proposal, the Hydrogen economy, was 

presented in the first World Hydrogen Conference by Australian chemist John 

Bockris. However, the development of hydrogen technology was slow before 

the twenty-first century, but the concept attracted recent attention due to the 

awareness of global warming (Moliner, 2016). Hydrogen is widely used for fuel 

cell and FCEV applications; therefore, the hydrogen economy is directly 

relevant to the development of FCEVs. In this section, the current situation of 

hydrogen production, delivery, storage and utilisation will be analysed 

2.3.1 Hydrogen policies in different countries 

Table 2-6 shows the hydrogen development situation across different countries. 

Japan being a resource-poor country, the development of hydrogen has been 

a priority. As a result, Japan is leading in fuel-cell technology. However, other 

countries are gradually realising the importance of hydrogen and redoubling 

their efforts to catch up with Japan. 

Table 2-6 Hydrogen situation of different countries (Suzanna and Alex 2020, Jason 2019, Fuel 

Cell & Hydrogen Energy 2020) 

Country Key programs and policy  

United States Creating £101.12 billion per year in revenue and 0.7 million jobs by 

2030 for the hydrogen program. 

UK £90 million package funding for hydrogen technology. 

Germany The German government, in conjunction with 300 companies, plan to 

build over 400 refuelling stations by 2023. The project will cost around 

£306 million to provide hydrogen infrastructure.  

China  Targeting for 1 million FCEVs by 2030. 

Japan  A long-term plan for hydrogen energy development from 2014 to 2050.    
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2.3.2 Hydrogen production 

Although hydrogen is abundant on earth, it cannot be obtained directly, unlike 

oil and gas. There are many ways to produce hydrogen. Natural gas reforming 

is the most common process used to create hydrogen. Steam reforming and 

partial oxidation methods can produce hydrogen from methane. Low-cost 

natural gas reforming can provide hydrogen for FCEVs and other applications 

such as electric power grids (ENERGY EFFICIENCY & RENEWABLE 

ENERGY 2019). Usually, industries use the natural gas reforming method to 

produce hydrogen and CO2. Due to the unwanted release of CO2 into the air, 

the hydrogen resulting from this production method is called “grey hydrogen” 

(GasTerra 2019). In the long-term, the usage of oil and gas is expected be 

replaced by solar power and wind power to generate hydrogen. This type of 

hydrogen is often called “green hydrogen”. A technology called Carbon Capture 

and Storage can capture almost 90% of the CO2 by-product during the industrial 

process, preventing most of the CO2 from entering the atmosphere (Carbon 

Capture& Storage Association 2019). This type of hydrogen is called “blue 

hydrogen”. New techniques to produce hydrogen will be implemented, such as 

photocatalytic water splitting and high-temperature water electrolysis by 

nuclear technology. Once these methods become reliable and efficient, the 

whole production chain will exclude the use of carbon-based energy. Table 2-7 

and Table 2-8 show a summary of the different hydrogen production 

technologies. 
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Table 2-7 Summary of hydrogen production technologies (ENERGY EFFICIENCY & 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 2017; Lee and Appleggate 2004; Nikoo et al. 2015; Pandu 2012; Das 

et al. 2001; Bridgewater 2001; Calzavara et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2007; Meier et al. 2014) 

Hydrogen 

production 

technology 

Hydrogen 

production 

methods  

Advantages  Disadvantages 

Thermo-

chemical 

technologies 

Coal gasification  Mature industry technique, low cost 

of material, By-products are useful  

CO2 emission, low-quality 

hydrogen,  

high operation  temperature, 

high cost of equipment 

Coal pyrolysis Mature industry technique, by-

products are useful 

CO2 emission, high operation 

temperature 800-820 °C, high 

energy cost  

Steam reforming Mature industry technique, highest 

efficiency of all traditional 

approaches. 

CO2 emission,  high cost of 

equipment,  short service life 

of adsorbent and catalyst  

Partial oxidation low energy consumption, mature 

industry technique, low cost of 

equipment  

CO2 emission, high cost of 

oxygen, stability of catalyst, 

operating safety 

Auto-thermal 

reforming 

Mature industry technique, lower 

energy cost than steam reforming  

CO2 emission 

sulphur–iodine cycle Zero emission, clean and 

renewable energy source 

High cost, low efficiency.  

Highest cost of electro-

chemical technologies.  

 

Electro-chemical 

technologies  

Electrolysis of water  Clean  emission, clean and 

renewable energy source 

The high cost of construction, 

low efficiency. 

Microbial 

electrolysis 

Clean emission, solves waste-

disposal problems, high conversion 

efficiency of the material, high 

economic value. 

Low efficiency, electrode 

corrosion problem, high 

operation  temperature  

Plasma thermal 

reforming and 

gasification 

Clean emission High cost, low efficiency, the 

deferred reaction of 

photocatalyst  

Photocatalytic water 

splitting 

Zero-emission, clean and 

renewable energy source 

High cost, low efficiency.  

Highest cost-effective of 

electro-chemical technologies.  
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Table 2-8 Summary of hydrogen production technologies (ENERGY EFFICIENCY & 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 2017; Lee and Appleggate 2004; Nikoo et al. 2015; Pandu 2012; Das 

et al. 2001; Bridgewater 2001; Calzavara et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2007; Meier et al. 2014) 

Hydrogen 

production 

technology 

Hydrogen 

production 

methods  

Advantages  Disadvantages 

Bio-hydrogen 

technologies 

Fast pyrolysis 

 

Material from gaseous 

and liquid recycled 

products. 

  

A high-temperature operation 

such as 800 °C, carbon 

deposition will reduce 

performance of the catalyst 

Steam gasification Higher purity and quality 

H2. 

High energy cost,  

temperature and water 

vapour levels could influence 

hydrogen production 

 

Solar gasification higher efficiency than 

traditional gasification, 

low CO2 emission  

The high cost of solar panel, 

slow technology 

improvement  

Supercritical water 

gasification 

Enhances the solubility of 

reactants and reaction 

products, high yield of 

production 

High cost, small scale, 

conversion yield and the 

plugging problem caused by 

the chars, corrosion of 

materials  

Direct bio-photolysis Low energy consumption, 

environmentally friendly.  

 Safety problem, low 

efficiency, lack of an 

available enzyme.   

Indirect bio-photolysis 

Photo-fermentation Environmental friendly, 

waste-water treatment, 

unremitting hydrogen 

production ability  

Hydrogen production 

influenced by pH, high cost, 

lack of an available enzyme. 

Dark fermentation 

Sequential dark-photo 

fermentation 

Plasma 

gasification/pyrolysis 

Less pollutant, Mature 

industry technique 

Very high energy cost, high 

maintenance cost 

 

2.3.3 Hydrogen storage and distribution 

The high-pressure gaseous hydrogen storage method is the most widely used 

in the world. This method is suitable for vehicles because of its lightweight and 

low cost. Liquid hydrogen storage results in evaporation of 2–3% of hydrogen 
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every day (Satyapal et al. 2007). Materials-based storage methods need a 

reduction in cost and improvements in the capacity to meet future demands. 

Hence, for vehicular applications, compressed gas storage has two ways it can 

be improved to meet ongoing demand. One way is to change the composition 

and structure of the hydrogen that is stored in the tank, such as a combination 

of liquid hydrogen and cryogenic hydrogen. The other way is to improve the 

structure inside the tank (Satyapal et al. 2007). 

Hydrogen delivery problems are closely linked to hydrogen storage technology. 

Currently, hydrogen gas is usually stored in a high-pressure tank and delivered 

by trucks, gaseous tube trailers and by railway. Liquid hydrogen is bulk-stored 

in low-temperature adiabatic tanks and delivered by planes, trucks, ships and 

by railway. It is straightforward to deliver solid hydrogen; however, the efficiency 

of transportation is less than 1% due to the heavy weight (Jia et al. 2011). 

2.4 Motivation for passive hybridization of passenger vehicle  

The previous reviews have presented the current state of the art in the 

academic literature of ZEVs, and latest technologies of batteries, fuel cells and 

hydrogen that impact FCEV development and commercialisation. Based on 

these reviews, BEV and hydrogen FCEV have been recognized as having the 

most potential to realise zero-emissions. However, the current challenges to 

realizing this goal include the race towards larger battery packs, potential 

shortages of resources and raw materials, battery technology limitations, and 

limited infrastructure to support a large fleet of BEVs. Commercially available 

FCEVs typically demonstrate more extended drive range (greater than 300 

miles), with the Honda Clarity achieving 360 miles. FCEVs also have faster 

refuelling times (5 minutes) as compared to BEVs, making them a convenient 

alternative for zero-emission vehicles.  

 

Since the hydrogen economy is still in the early stages of development, the 
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main drawback of FCEVs is that they are significantly more expensive than 

BEVs.  

Therefore, it is time to devise the means to reduce the cost and increase the 

efficiency of FCEVs. A new, highly efficient and low-cost passive hybrid 

powertrain is a possible solution for FCEVs.  

 

Some research works have previously analysed passive hybrid system. Zhang 

et al. (2018) used a passive hybrid system for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 

to reduce the system weight. It was shown that direct passive hybridization 

required more hydrogen fuel compared to use of fuzzy energy management 

with a DC-DC converter. González et al. (2019) investigated the flexibility of a 

passive hybrid system used in an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The 

researchers presented a 35% operational duration increase (from 5 hours to 

7.6 hours) for a passive hybrid system as compared to an active system. Wu et 

al. (2014) demonstrated the increased system efficiency of a fuel cell super-

capacitor passive hybrid system. Bernard (2011) developed a Proportional plus 

Integral (PI) controller adjusting fuel cell power based on bus voltage of an 

FCEV passive hybrid powertrain.   

 

Analysis of passive hybrid technologies have been mainly focused on UAVs 

and UGVs, with only a few studies focused on FCEVs. The following list 

summarizes academic work relating to passive hybridization: 

 

1. No studies have analysed the relationship between passive hybrid system 

performance under different battery SoC for passenger FCEV.  

2. The fuel cell stack power curve is a critical point that is overlooked. 

Therefore, there is lack of control method developed to extend the fuel cell and 

battery lifespan for passive hybrid passenger FCEVs. 

3. Studies of passive hybrid passenger FCEV configurations based on an 
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experimentally validated powertrain model has rarely realised.  

4. Studies have investigated passive hybrid systems, but only using lithium 

batteries as the ESS.  

5. Many passive hybridization analysis works use a specific combination of 

fuel cell and battery. Selection guidelines for different batteries and fuel cells 

have generally been ignored.  

 

Therefore, this PhD work aims to fill these gaps in current passive hybridization 

passenger FCEVs.  

2.5 Conclusions  

Critical analysis of the literature regarding ZEVs has shown that FCEVs have 

the most potential to achieve the goal of ‘The Road to Zero’. Furthermore, the 

reviews of energy sources, fuel cell and the hydrogen economy have 

highlighted the existing challenges for FCEVs. Passive hybridization has been 

found to be a promising solution for FCEVs and is the main focus of this work. 

The next chapter describes the original model developed that is the basis for 

the control system development and evaluation of the benefits of passive hybrid 

passenger FCEV powertrain.  
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Chapter 3: FCEV powertrain modelling  

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter describes the modelling work relating to the development of active 

and passive hybrid Coventry University Microcab H2EV. The original model 

developed is key to the work carried out in the subsequent chapters of this 

thesis.  

 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describe the 

features of the Microcab H2V that is used as the target to this research. Section 

3.3 describe the active and passive alternatives for hybrid FCEV. Section 3.4 

review the modelling tools and justify the use of the MathWorks environment. 

Section 3.5 describe the main components of the FCEV powertrain model.   

3.2 Coventry University Microcab H2EV 

The FCEV modelled in this thesis was designed and built by the Coventry 

University spin-out company Microcab, which is part of the Institute for Future 

Transport and Cities, Coventry, UK. Microcab participated in two major projects: 

LREV (Hydrogen for Long Range Electric Vehicle) and SWARM 

(Demonstration of Small 4-Wheel fuel cell passenger vehicle Applications in 

Regional and Municipal transport). Figure 3-1 shows the Coventry University 

Microcab H2EV platform and Computer Aided Design (CAD) model.  
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Figure 3-1 Coventry University Microcab H2EV platform and CAD model (Apicella 2017) 

 

The H2EV is a four-seat lightweight passenger vehicle which is primarily used 

in the urban area. The main vehicle specification is summarized in Table 3-1. 

The standard powertrain is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The hydrogen tank supplies 

hydrogen to the fuel cell, and the electric power from the fuel cell goes through 

the DC/DC converter to provide the appropriate voltage to charge the battery. 

It is an active hybrid power train where the power sources combine a 

customised Ballard 1020ACS proton exchange membrane and a 72V 4.3kWh 

Li–FePO4 battery. The fuel cell stack is supplied by a 350 bar 74-litre hydrogen 

tank (1.8kg hydrogen). It uses a DC-DC converter to adjust the power output to 

charge the battery to a set SoC level. The fuel cell operation is then stopped 

until the SoC falls to a set level at which point it is required to re-start battery 

charging. This active hybrid system management strategy is used as a 

benchmark against which to evaluate the alternative passive hybrid systems. 

 

Table 3-1 H2EV vehicle characteristics 

Weight: 700 kg  Weight including driver: 775 kg 

Length: 3.5m Height: 1.7m 

Width: 1.6m  Coefficient of drag: 0.3 

Frontal area: 2.5 m2 Maximum speed: 55 mph 90km/h 
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3.3 FCEV powertrain introduction 

There are two main fuel cell and battery hybrid system architectures: active and 

passive hybrid (Bernard et al. 2011). In an active hybrid powertrain, see Figure 

3-2, fuel cells normally operate with a DC-DC converter to control the voltage 

differences between each device and provide the appropriate voltage for the 

battery. The advantages of this traditional strategy are better voltage stability 

and more flexibile sizing of fuel cell and battery. However, according to 

Microcab’s previous studies (Staffell 2011, Shang et al. 2016), the DC-DC 

converter can only reach about 80% efficiency at full load and pulls the system 

efficiency down during real urban driving cycles which include many stops/start 

and low load situations. In passive hybrid powertrains, fuel cell and battery are 

directly connected without a DC-DC converter, see Figure 3-3. Such an 

architecture can overcome the shortcomings of active architecture and results 

in reduced energy losses from converters, reduced weight and volume of the 

system as well as reduce cost. However, the fuel cell and battery size as well 

as the control method need to be carefully considered for the passive hybrid 

architecture.   

 

Figure 3-2 Active hybrid FCEV Powertrain with DC-DC converter 
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Figure 3-3 Passive hybrid FCEV powertrain without DC-DC converter 

3.4 Simulation tool selection  

3.4.1 Advanced Vehicle simulator  

An advanced vehicle simulator called ADVISOR was developed by National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory to guide the hybrid vehicle propulsion system in 

1994 (Wipke and cuddy 1996). Since then, more than 4500 users have used 

the ADVISOR including DaimlerChrysler, Ford Motor Company, General Motors 

Corp, Delphi Automotive Systems, Visteon, and others. However, ADVISOR 

was initially developed as an analysis tool for classic conventional, electric, and 

hybrid vehicles (Brooker, et al. 2013). Therefore, programming this software for 

design and analysis of a novel passive hybrid FCEV is challenging.  

3.4.2 AVL CRUISE 

AVL CRUISE is a mature simulation package for system-level vehicle 

powertrain analysis, and it is widely used for industry. The simulation tool is 

mainly focused on powertrain concepts, and engine development for testbed 

plant models (AVL 2019). The drawback of the tool is that it requires a large 
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amount of test data for creating a new component (Apicella 2017). This makes 

it a time-consuming process to modify hybrid system architectures without 

sufficient test data.  

3.4.3 MATLAB®/Simulink®  

MATLAB®/Simulink® is a flexible simulation tool supporting multiple 

applications. It allows researchers to customise blocks from its library, and 

adapt the model parameters used by the blocks to the system being modelled. 

The software combines various toolbox features with a vehicle model to allow 

design and analysis of FCEV powertrains. Although Simulink cannot provide 

readily available components like ADVISOR and AVL CRUISE, it gives users 

the most flexible conditions to develop a novel powertrain, including the most 

flexibility in terms of the system model and controller development and has 

therefore been adopted in this work.  

3.5 FCEV powertrain modelling  

There are two typical modelling method for FCEVs. One is forward modelling, 

and the other one is backward modelling (see Figure 3-4). For backward 

modelling, the vehicle transmission direction is the opposite of reality. This 

modelling method ignores the intention of the driver, in order to reduce the 

complexity of the integration calculations. However, it is assumed that the FCEV 

can meet the demands for duty cycle, which is not possible in all scenarios. 

Unlike backward modelling, the forward modelling structure is similar to the real 

system. The driver model could use the throttle to adjust the acceleration of the 

vehicle and the brake pedal to decelerate the FCEV. The controller follows the 

driver’s command to send the signal to the corresponding parts. The forward 

modelling is able to simulate a real system, but due to the calculation complexity, 

the simulation speed is not as fast as forward modelling (Zhou 2017). In order 
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to build a more accurate model, forward modelling is used in this study.  

 

Figure 3-4 Forward and backward modelling 

 

A hybrid FCEV powertrain MATLAB®/Simulink® model was built to evaluate 

the powertrain efficiency and drive range based on different powertrain 

configurations. The powertrain blocks were chosen from the 

MATLAB®/Simulink® toolboxes and libraries (MathWorks 2019). The overview 

of the hybrid system model is presented in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6.  

 

Figure 3-5 Overview of FCEV hybrid powertrain model structure  
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Figure 3-6 Simulink model of Microcab H2EV  

 

The H2EV is a lightweight passenger vehicle which is primarily used in the 

urban area. Different drive cycles can be selected from the drive cycle source 

model. The driver model supplies the acceleration and braking commands for 

the FCEV. It allows the vehicle to follow the required drive cycles or driver 

request. The environmental conditions model creates the ambient variables, 

including air temperature and pressure, wind velocity and ground grade.  

The powertrain controller module consists of a battery management system, a 

regenerative braking system and an electric motor management system. The 

regenerative braking module converts throttle and brake pedal position to 

traction wheel torque demand and regulates the use of regenerative charge 

power to prevent the overcharge of the battery. Keeping the battery SoC below 

80% enable the FCEV to always be able to use maximum regenerative energy 

to charge the battery. The electric motor management system provides electric 

power demand based on required motor torque and speed. The efficiency of 

the motor is modelled using a lookup table that represents the efficiency map. 

The electric plant includes a fuel cell and a battery system to supply power to 

the FCEV.  

The drivetrain module can configure the parameters of the vehicle. In this work, 

the Microcab FCEV is using the front-wheel drive and is equipped with disc 

brake systems. This subsystem uses the required motor torque to calculate the 
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motor speed and feeds back the resulting vehicle speed to the powertrain 

controller. The latter generate normalized acceleration and braking commands 

to reduce the error between the driver requested speed and the current vehicle 

speed. This model can simulate different FCEV architectures with different 

control methods under various environmental conditions. Modelling of each 

component is described in the following sub-clauses. 

3.5.1 Drive cycle and driver model 

A drive cycle is a configured schedule for vehicle test which allows the 

developer to simulate and test the FCEV under a reproducible situation. There 

are more than 200 standardised drive cycles (Barlow et al. 2009). Therefore, 

multiple drive cycles could be simulated for the robustness of the proposed 

FCEV powertrain. For the FCEV powertrain model, the drive cycle is generated 

by the drive cycle source block, which is able to generate a stylised cycle, a 

realistic cycle or a user-defined drive cycle. The examples of the first two drive 

cycles are shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.    

 

Figure 3-7 Stylized drive cycle: New European Driving Cycle (NEDC)  
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Figure 3-8 Realistic drive cycle: Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedures (WLTP) 

 

The longitudinal driver model uses an optimal single-point preview control 

model to simulate the FCEV driver’s behaviour (MacAdam 1980). The duty 

cycle model provides the vehicle reference speed, and the driver receives the 

vehicle feedback speed to generate acceleration and deceleration commands 

to achieve the target. The driver model is shown in Figure 3-9.  

  

  

Figure 3-9 Longitudinal driver model  

3.5.2 Environment conditions model   

The environment model is used for creating environmental conditions including 

air temperature and pressure, wind velocity and ground grade. In this thesis, 

the FCEV is considered as longitudinal movement without the effect of ground 

grade or wind from lateral or vertical directions. The conditions are transferred 
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to the vehicle drivetrain subsystem to provide accurate road information to the 

vehicle body model. Figure 3-10 shows the Environment conditions model. 

 

Figure 3-10 Environment conditions model 

3.5.3 Powertrain control module  

The powertrain control module includes the FCEV regenerative braking system, 

the motor torque arbitration, and the power management module. The motor 

torque arbitration and power management module has the following functions: 

1. Converts the acceleration and deceleration signal to a torque request or a 

brake pressure command.  

2. Calculates the regenerative braking torque for the motor, and friction brake 

torque for the FCEV.  

3. Ensures that the battery will not be overcharged by regenerative energy or 

discharged when it is empty. 

 

Figure 17 shows the top level of the powertrain control module with the sub 
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models will described in the following sub sections.   

 

 

Figure 3-11 Overview of the powertrain control module  

3.5.3.1 Torque command submodel 

This sub-model receives input signals including motor speed and accelerator 

pedal position with the output signal being the engine torque command. This 

sub-model (see Figure 3-12) converts the accelerator pedal position to a torque 

command using the motor torque-speed curve. The motor speed N in 

revolutions per minute, is obtained by converting the angular velocity ω using 

equation 1. This is then applied to the motor torque-speed curve map to obtain 

the maximum torque which the engine is capable of producing at the current 

speed. The output torque command is then determined by multiplying by the 

accelerator pedal position. This is shown in equation 2. The motor torque speed 

curve map is presented in Appendix 1. 

N(rpm) =
60

2𝜋
ω（1） 

T 𝑐𝑚𝑑  =  TrqVsSpeed(N) ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 （2） 

ω is the motor speed in rad s-1 

T 𝑐𝑚𝑑 is the motor output torque command (N·m) 

TrqVsSpeed( ) is the motor torque-speed curve map 

𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 is the accelerator pedal position (%) 
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Figure 3-12 Torque command sub model 

3.5.3.2 Brake pressure request sub model  

This sub-model converts the brake pedal position signal from the drive model 

to a brake pressure request, see Figure 3-13 

 

P𝑟𝑒𝑞  = P𝑏𝑟𝑘 ∗ 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑙(3) 

P𝑟𝑒𝑞 is the brake pressure request (Pa) 

P𝑏𝑟𝑘 is the maximum brake pressure (Pa) 

𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑙 is the brake pedal position (%) 

 

Figure 3-13 Brake pressure request sub model 

 

3.5.3.3 Regen braking control sub model 

The regen braking subsystem is shown in Figure 3-14 The inputs of this 

subsystem are brake pressure request, motor speed, vehicle speed and battery 

SoC. Furthermore, the outputs are required motor regen torque and command 
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friction brake torque.  

The total brake torque includes regenerative brake torque and friction brake 

torque. This sub-model is designed to use as much maximum regenerative 

motor braking torque as possible. When maximum wheel torque is larger than 

braking torque, the min block selects brake torque multiplied by a regenerative 

factor to calculate the regenerative torque. When maximum wheel torque is 

smaller than the brake torque, the regenerative brake torque cannot be 

provided by the electric motor, so the friction brakes are used to provide the 

remaining brake force for the FCEV. The regenerative factor varies with the 

real-time vehicle speed and the battery SoC level: less regenerative power will 

be supplied to the electric motor when the battery SoC is high or the vehicle 

speed is low. The regenerative factor maps are shown in Appendix 2 and 

Appendix 3.  

 

Figure 3-14 Regen braking control sub model  

 

The brake pedal position signal from the drive model is converted to a brake 

pressure request. Since the FCEV uses four disc-brakes, the total braking 

torque request is based on brake pressure and a disc brake parameter. Figure 

3-15 shows a typical disc brake of the vehicle. Equations 4 and 5 are used to 

calculate the total brake torque T𝑏𝑟𝑘, where 𝑅0 is the outer radius of the brake 

pad, 𝑅𝑖 is the inner radius of the brake pad, 𝑅𝑚 is the mean radius of the brake 

pad force application on the brake rotor, 𝜇 is the disc pad-rotor coefficient of 
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kinetic friction, P is the requested brake pressure,  𝐵𝑎 is the brake actuator 

bore diameter, 𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the number of brake pads, and Ndiff is the carrier to 

drive shaft ratio. 

 

Figure 3-15 Disc brake (MathWorks 2019) 

𝑅𝑚 =
𝑅0+𝑅𝑖

2
(4) 

T =
𝜇𝑃𝜋𝐵𝑎

2𝑅𝑚𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑠

4
 (5) 

3.5.3.4 Motor torque arbitration and power management submodel 

As seen from Figure 3-16, the inputs of the model are battery power discharge 

and charge limits, motor speed, motor traction torque command and motor 

regeneration torque command. The switch is used for identifying acceleration 

mode and braking mode. If the accelerator pedal position is higher than 0, the 

output torque for the command motor torque is set to the traction torque. 

Otherwise, it is set to be the regenerative brake torque. The battery power 

discharge and charge limit is used to limit the battery power based on the SoC. 
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Figure 3-16 Top level of Motor torque arbitration and power management sub model 

3.5.3.4.1 Power management subsystem 

Figure 3-17 shows the subsystem for the power management model which 

determines the final motor torque command. The required electrical power is 

calculated from the motor torque command and the motor speed. The electrical 

power is limited by the maximum power that can be provided by the energy 

sources. If the calculated electrical power is within the limits, the output signal 

is the motor torque command, otherwise the output signal is the torque 

determined from the maximum power that can be delivered by the energy 

sources and the current motor speed. 

 

Figure 3-17 Power management subsystem  

 

Figure 3-18 presents the electric power estimation subsystem. The electric 

power is calculated by the motor efficiency map as a function of electric motor 

efficiency according to real-time motor torque and speed. A switch is used to 
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determine if the electric motor is motoring or generating, if the switch output is 

-1, it means the motor is motoring, otherwise the motor is generating energy. 

The output of this subsystem is the electric motor power request and the power 

efficiency from the mechanical power to electric power. These signals are used 

in the power management subsystem. The motor efficiency map is presented 

in Appendix 4. 

 

Figure 3-18 Electric power estimation subsystem  

3.5.4 Fuel cell model  

A PEMFC consists of an anode plate, a cathode plate and a proton exchange 

membrane, see Figure 3-19. Hydrogen travels through a pipe to arrive at the 

anode. Positively charged hydrogen ions (protons) and negatively charged 

electrons are produced by molecular hydrogen dissociation facilitated by the 

anode catalyst.   

Hydrogen ions travel through the proton exchange membrane and arrive at the 

cathode. In the meantime, electrons travel through the external circuit to the 

cathode. At the other side of the battery, oxygen ions, hydrogen ions and 

electrons generate chemical reactions to produce water and heat. The 

aforementioned process is summarised in the following electrochemical 

equations (Larminie and Dicks 2003): 

Anode reaction:              𝐻2 → 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒−（6） 
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Cathode reaction:           
1

2
𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡（7） 

 

Total reaction:               𝐻2 +
1

2
𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡+Electricty（8）  

 

 

Figure 3-19 Working principle of PEMFC (Dharmalingam et al. 2019) 

 

A single PEMFC consists of an endplate, gasket, current collector plate, field 

flow plate, gas diffusion layer, catalyst layer and proton exchange membrane 

(Frano 2005). The membrane electrode assembly, which includes a gas 

diffusion layer, catalyst layer and proton exchange membrane is the core 

component between the two current collector plates and the field flow plates. 

The fuel cell stack is assembled by combining single cells,  

 

A mathematical static fuel cell model is used to generate an ideal fuel cell 

polarization curve. A MATLAB®/Simulink® generic fuel cell model (Souleman 

et al. 2009) is used for the hybrid system. The mathematical equations 

described in the following subsection explain the principle of a typical fuel cell 

polarization curve (Spiegel 2008).  
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3.5.4.1 Mathematical fuel cell model 

3.5.4.1.1 Fuel cell reversible voltage 

In a PEMFC, the electrical energy is converted from chemical energy. The 

Gibbs free energy equation can represent the energy change between product 

and reactants. For the hydrogen from the anode and the oxygen from the 

cathode, the electrochemical reaction is given in equation (9). Therefore, the 

basic Gibbs free energy change of fuel cell is 

∆𝐺 = 𝐺𝐻2𝑜 − 𝐺𝑂2 − 𝐺𝐻2 (9) 

 

𝐺  is Gibbs free energy 

 

The fuel cell can work at different pressures. Usually, the pressure range is 

between 1 and 7 bar. For the ideal gas: 

𝑃𝑉𝑚 = 𝑅𝑇(10) 

P is pressure (Pa) 

𝑉𝑚 is molar volume of gas (𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙) 

R: ideal gas constant = 8.314  (𝑚3𝑃𝑎/𝐾 𝑚𝑜𝑙) 

T: thermodynamic temperature = 273 (K) 

The relationship between Gibbs free energy, pressure and temperature is given 

by: 

𝑑𝑃𝑉𝑚 = 𝑑𝐺(11) 

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑃

𝑃
= 𝑑𝐺(12) 

When the pressure and temperature is standard (1atm,25℃), then 

𝐺 = 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(
𝑃

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑
) + 𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑(13) 

The Nernst equation of PEMFC is 

𝐺 = 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(
𝑃𝐻2𝑃𝑂2

1
2

𝑃𝐻2𝑂
) + 𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑(14) 
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According to the second law of thermodynamics, the output power of an ideal 

fuel cell depends on the temperature, so the maximum reversible output is 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∆𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑟 = −2𝐹𝐸𝑟(15) 

𝐸𝑟 = −
∆𝐺

2𝐹
=

∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆

2𝐹
(16) 

𝑛 is the number of electrons transmitted 

𝐹 is the Faraday Constant 96 485.3329 (A s/ mol) 

𝐸𝑟 is the reversible output voltage (V) 

𝐻 is the standard enthalpy of formation (kJ/mol) 

𝑆 is the entropy  

 

According to the Nernst equation, the reversible output voltage of PEMFC is  

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐸𝑟 =
−∆𝐺

2𝐹
=

𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃𝐻2𝑃𝑂2

1
2

𝑃𝐻2𝑂
) + 𝐺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑

2𝐹
(17) 

When the fuel cell is in the standard situation, (1atm,25℃), the reversible output 

is  

𝐸𝑟 =
−273.3𝐾𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

2𝑚𝑜𝑙×96485𝐶/𝑚𝑜𝑙
= 1.229𝑉(18) 

However, the PEMFC reaction is not reversible, and the real output voltage 

depends on the temperature, so the equation is 

𝐸 = −
∆𝐺

2𝐹
=

∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆

2𝐹
= 1.229 +

(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑)(∆𝑆)

2𝐹
(19) 

When T is the standard state temperature, and ∆S is the standard state entropy 

change. 

𝐸 = 1.229 − 8.5 × 10−4(𝑇 − 298.15) + 4.3085 × 10−5𝑇(ln (𝑃𝐻2)(𝑃𝑂2)
1

2(20) 

 

In theory, if the fuel cell can convert all thermal energy to electrical energy, the 

theoretical voltage should be 1.48V/cell. According to the previous results, the 

reversible theoretical voltage is 1.229V. Because of the irreversibility of the 

electrochemical reaction, to calculate the actual voltage, three factors need to 
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be considered: the activation losses, the ohmic losses and the concentration 

losses.  

3.5.4.1.2 Activation loss 

The activation loss is caused by the electrochemical reaction on the active 

catalyst’s surface. When the current density is low, more available energy will 

be lost in the chemical reaction. An activation voltage is required because some 

energy is needed to start a chemical reaction. The overall activation voltage is 

typically between 0.1V and 0.2V and depends on the current density. Thus, the 

equation for activation voltage is 

∆𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝐸𝑟 − 𝐸𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛(21) 

∆𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝐹
ln (

𝑖

𝑖0
)(22) 

i is the current density  

𝑖0 is the exchange current density  

𝛼 is the charge transfer coefficient 

The equation of activation loss is 

∆𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝐹
ln (

𝑖

𝑖0
) = 𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 =

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝛼𝐹
ln (

𝑖

𝑖0
)𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝛼𝐹
ln (

𝑖

𝑖0
)𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒(23) 

n is the number of protons transmitted per mole 

According to the equation 23, the activation loss will increase with an increase 

in temperature. 

3.5.4.1.3 Ohmic Loss 

The different components of the fuel cell stack (electrolyte, catalyst layer, Gas 

Diffuse Layer, bipolar plate) have natural electrical impedance. The ohmic loss 

is caused by the overall electrical resistance of these components and the ion 

resistance. The ion resistance is the main factor in determining ohmic loss 

because ions are more difficult to transmit than electrons. The ohmic loss will 

reduce the FC voltage according to equation (24-26): 
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The current density 𝑖 is 

𝑖 =
𝐼

𝐴
       (24) 

𝐼 is the fuel cell current (A) 

A is the activation area of the fuel cell  

Therefore, the ohmic loss can be calculated by the current density. 

𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑖(A × 𝑅𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐)     (25) 

𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐 = 𝑖(A × 𝑅𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐) = 𝑖A (
𝛿

𝜎𝐴
) = 𝑖

𝛿

𝜎
    (26) 

𝛿 is the thickness of the electrolyte layer 

A is the activation area of the fuel cell  

𝑅𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐 is the ohmic resistance  

 

Therefore, the most effective way to reduce the ohmic loss is to use a thinner 

electrolyte layer and a better ionic conductor. 

3.5.4.1.4 Concentration loss 

Concentration loss, also called mass transport loss, occurs when the hydrogen 

and oxygen concentrations are reduced by production. Therefore, the partial 

pressures of the reactants are decreased because the other inactive gases fill 

the catalyst surface by diffusion. According to equation 20, the decrease of 

hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures will cause a voltage decrease. 

The concentration loss can be calculated by the following equations:  

 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln (

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖
)(27) 

 

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum current density   

 

The resultant voltage is the reversible theoretical voltage minus the voltages 
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due to activation losses, ohmic losses and concentration losses:   

𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑟 − ∆𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐 − 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐(28) 

𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the actual voltage of single fuel cell  

 

The mathematical fuel cell model is shown in Figure 3-20. Stack voltage can be 

calculated by multiplying single fuel cell voltage by the number of cells. The 

model allows convenient adjustment of parameters, which can help when 

building a fuel cell stack in the experimental test. Figure 3-21 shows the single 

fuel cell polarization curve based on the Ballarld datasheet (Ballarld 2011). 

 

Figure 3-20 Mathematical static fuel cell model 
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Figure 3-21 Single fuel cell polarization and power curve 

3.5.4.2 Generic PEMFC model 

The MATLAB®/Simulink® generic fuel cell model is able to measure and adjust 

hydrogen pressure, hydrogen flow rate, air pressure and air flow rate for real-

time optimal control. The modelling error is expected to be less than 1%. The 

output voltage is calculated by equation 30, and the air and hydrogen pressure 

and flow rates are determined by equations 31 and 32: 

𝑉𝑓𝑐 = 𝑁𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(29) 

𝑈
𝑂2=

60000𝑅𝑇𝑁𝑖𝑓𝑐

𝑛𝐹𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑉𝑙𝑝𝑚(𝑎𝑖𝑟)𝑂2%

(30) 

𝑈
𝐻2=

60000𝑅𝑇𝑁𝑖𝑓𝑐

𝑛𝐹𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑉𝑙𝑝𝑚(𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙)𝐻2%

(31) 

R is the ideal gas constant = 8.314  (𝑚3𝑃𝑎/𝐾 𝑚𝑜𝑙 

T is the thermodynamic temperature = 273 (K) 

F is the Faraday Constant 96 485.3329 (A s/ mol) 

𝑂2%: percentage of oxygen in the oxidant (%) 

𝐻2%: percentage of hydrogen in the fuel (%) 

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟: absolute supply pressure of air (atm) 

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙: absolute supply pressure of fuel (atm) 

𝑉𝑙𝑝𝑚(𝑎𝑖𝑟): air flow rate (l/min) 
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𝑉𝑙𝑝𝑚(𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙): fuel flow rate (l/min) 

n is the number of electrons transmitted 

The partial pressures are calculated by equations  

𝑃𝐻2
= (1 − 𝑈𝐻2

)𝐻2%𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(32) 

𝑃𝐻2𝑂 = (𝑉% − 2𝑂2%𝑈𝑂2
)𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟(33) 

𝑃𝐻2
= (1 − 𝑈𝑂2

)𝑂2%𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟(34) 

V% is the percentage of water vapor in the oxidant (%) 

 

Then, using equations 20,29 and 30, the stack voltage can be calculated.  

3.5.5 Battery model 

A generic dynamic battery model from MATLAB®/Simulink® has been adopted 

as it can represent a specialized lead-acid battery, lithium-ion battery or nickel 

battery (Omar et al. 2014, Saw et al. 2014, Tremblay and Dessaint 2009, Zhu 

et al. 2013). Although this work is mainly focused on the lithium-ion battery, 

different energy sources such as lead-acid batteries and nickel batteries will 

also be used in the hybrid system for further investigation. The maximum error 

of the model is 5%. 

The equivalent circuit of the batteries consist of internal resistances and voltage 

V. when the low-frequency current dynamics 𝑖∗ < 0, the battery is in charge 

mode, and when battery  𝑖∗ > 0, battery is in the discharge mode.  

 

For a lead-acid battery, the model uses the following equations 35 to 36 

Discharge: 𝑉𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑−𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒−1(

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑠)

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠)
0)(35) 

Charge: 𝑉𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑−𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

𝑖𝑐+0.1𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒−1(

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑠)

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠)

1

𝑠
)(36) 

For the nickel battery, the model uses the following equations 37 to 38 

Discharge: 𝑉𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑙 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒−1(

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑠)

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠)
0)(37) 
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Charge: 𝑉𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑙 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

|𝑖𝑐|+0.1𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒−1(

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑠)

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠)

1

𝑠
)(38) 

For the lithium-ion battery, the model uses the following equations 39 to 40 

Discharge: 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵𝑖𝑐)(39) 

Charge: 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 𝑉0 −
𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∗

𝑖𝑐+0.1𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
−

𝐾𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑐

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑖𝑐
+ 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵𝑖𝑐)(40) 

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum battery capacity (Ah). 

𝑉0 is the constant voltage (V). 

A is the exponential voltage (V) 

B is the exponential capacity (Ah)−1 

K is the polarization constant (Ah)−1 

𝑖𝑐is the available capacity (Ah) 

𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝑠) is the exponential zone dynamics (V) 

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠) = 0 is battery discharge mode 

𝑆𝑒𝑙(𝑠) = 1 is battery charge mode 

For the SoC, the model use equation 54 

SoC = 100(1 −
∫ 𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑡

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
)(41) 

When the battery is fully charged, the SoC is 100% and when the battery is 

empty, the SoC is 0.  

3.5.6 Vehicle Drivetrain module 

 

Figure 3-22 Vehicle Drivetrain module 

 

Figure 3-22 shows the vehicle drivetrain module. The input signal of vehicle 

drivetrain is the electric motor torque, and the output signal is the feedback 
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speed of the vehicle. The electric power generated from the energy sources 

flow through the drivetrain and provide the torque to the wheels. The drivetrain 

module is modelled by a series of mechanical components. The rotational block 

represents an ideal mechanical rotational inertia for defining the FCEV initial 

acceleration. This connects to the driveshaft block, and in turn to the differential 

block, using a coordinate system to model the front-wheel drive coupling torque. 

The wheels and brakes block can be configured according to the type of brakes 

and wheels, and provides the total longitudinal force at the front and rear axles. 

The vehicle block implements the three degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) rigid 

vehicle body model to calculate rigid-body vehicle motion, suspension system 

force, and aerodynamic drag force. See equations 43 to 45. Using the wheel 

angular speed, the vehicle speed can be calculated by equation 46. 

𝐹𝑥 = 𝐹𝑤𝑓 + 𝐹𝑤𝑟 − 𝐹𝑑,𝑥 − 𝐹𝑠𝑥,𝑓 − 𝐹𝑠𝑥,𝑟 − 𝐹𝑔,𝑥(42) 

𝐹𝑑,𝑥 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑓𝑣2(43) 

𝐹𝑔,𝑥 = 𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 (44) 

𝑣 = 𝜔𝑤𝑟𝑤(45) 

The x axis points forward from the vehicle.  

𝐹𝑥 is the longitudinal force 

𝐹𝑤𝑓 is the longitudinal force at the front axle along the vehicle-fixed x-axis 

𝐹𝑤𝑟 is the longitudinal force at the rear axle along the vehicle-fixed x-axis 

𝐹𝑑,𝑥 is the longitudinal and drag force at the vehicle centre of gravity  

𝐹𝑠𝑥,𝑓  is the longitudinal suspension force at the front axle based on default 

stiffness and damping parameters 

𝐹𝑠𝑥,𝑟 is the longitudinal suspension force at rear axle based on default stiffness 

and damping parameters 

𝐹𝑔,𝑥 is the longitudinal gravitational force on the vehicle along the vehicle-fixed 

frame 

𝐶𝑑 is the frontal air drag coefficient  

𝐴𝑓 is the frontal area of vehicle 
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𝑣 is the velocity of vehicle 

𝜌 is the mass density of the fluid  

m is the vehicle weight 

𝛼 is the inclined road angle  

𝜔𝑤 is the wheel angular speed 

𝑟𝑤 is the wheel radius  

3.5.7 Active hybrid system module 

As Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24 have shown, the active hybrid system module 

consists of a fuel cell stack model, DC-DC converter model, battery model and 

electric motor model. The fuel cell stack input is constant to supply stable power 

to the battery based on the BALLARD fuel cell manual (Ballard 2011). The 

optimal fuel pressure is set as 0.36 bar, the pressure drops will reduce the 

performance of the stack. In an active system, the fuel cell stack operates with 

a DC-DC converter to provide the appropriate power for the battery. At the same 

time, the battery supplies voltage to the electric motor. The motor model 

provides the motor output shaft torque signal to the vehicle drivetrain module. 

 

Figure 3-23 Active hybrid system module  
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Figure 3-24 Fuel cell hybrid system with a DC-DC converter  

 

According to the motor torque command signal and motor speed signal from 

the powertrain control module, the mapped motor model outputs the battery 

current draw or demand signal to the battery model. The equations of the motor 

are:  

Mechanical power calculation:  

𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = 𝜔𝑇(46) 

Electric Bus power calculation: 

𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(47) 

Motor power loss calculation:  

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = −(𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑)(48) 

Motor   

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝜔�̇�𝐽(49) 

T is Motor output shaft torque 

𝜔 is Motor shaft speed 

J is Motor inertia. 

The battery discharge/charge current =
𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ+𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
(50) 

3.5.8 Passive hybrid system module  

Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26 shows show the passive hybrid system module, 

where the fuel cell and battery are directly connected without a DC-DC 
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converter. The battery and fuel cell system can both supply power to the electric 

motor, and the fuel cell system can also charge the battery while the load 

demand is low, such as during a low-speed vehicle cruise. This module can run 

in either FCEV mode or EV mode.  

In the passive hybrid mode, the bus voltage is based on the impedance and the 

voltage deviations of the fuel cell system and battery (Bernard et al. 2011). The 

subsystem is flexible, allowing configuration of the fuel cell size and type, which 

is a prerequisite to the scientific consideration of matching two energy sources. 

In direct passive hybrid system, the inputs of stack pressure, stack flow rate are 

constant, the output is fuel cell stack power. In the fuzzy passive hybrid system, 

the inputs of stack is controlled by the controller which can affect the output 

power of stack. Detailed simulations examples are provided in following 

chapters.  

 

Figure 3-25 Passive hybrid system module 

 

Figure 3-26 Fuel cell and battery passive hybrid subsystem 
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3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has explained a novel hybrid FCEV model. The model is exploited 

in subsequent chapters to carry out simulation studies involving different 

FCEVs under multiple scenarios. Each module of the powertrain can be 

modified by published industry data or experiment data; allowing the accuracy 

of the model to be improved for different simulation purposes. In this thesis, the 

model is validated based on data from bench test as well as from the Microcab 

H2EV. 

 

The passive hybridization between a fuel cell stack and battery require careful 

integration to meet the requirements of FCEVs. The proposed simulation model 

provides an ideal development environment to evaluate alternative solutions 

thereby reducing the cost and risk to test prototype vehicles. The ability to 

switch between passive and active energy management strategies is exploited 

in Chapter 5 to demonstrate some of the advantages associated with passive 

hybridisation schemes. Chapter 6 exploit the models to develop a fuzzy logic 

controller. Chapter 7 exploit the capability of the model to simulate different 

battery technologies to study the impact of battery technology for FCEV. 

Chapter 8 exploits the model to evaluate the performance of passive hybrid 

FCEV for different fuel cell and battery pack sizes and for different journey 

purpose.  
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Chapter 4: Experimental validation of 

FCEV powertrain model 

4.1 Introduction  

Having presented the FCEV powertrain model in chapter 3, this chapter focuses 

on tuning and experimentally validating the model for subsequent use for the 

purpose of control that will be presented in chapter five. The experimental 

results demonstrate the importance of component selection to suit the passive 

hybrid system. The latter is addressed in more details in Chapter 8 which 

provide original selection guidelines for the passive hybrid system. 

 

This chapter presents the experimental work relating to the FCEV powertrain 

and the passive hybrid system. The complete passive hybrid FCEV is still under 

development; therefore, the FCEV powertrain is validated using the current 

Microcab H2EV powertrain. FC response to different load conditions is used to 

validate the fuel cell operation for the passive hybrid system in section 4.3. The 

passive hybrid system used a smaller battery to match the fuel cell stack.The 

good agreement between data and simulation justified the subsequent 

exploitation of this validated model in the remainder of this thesis. 

 

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents the experimental and 

manufacturers data used to validate the fuel cell stack and the battery pack 

against the ECE-15 drive cycle. Section 4.3 evaluate the proposed passive 

hybrid system using bench testing.  

4.2 Microcab H2EV model validation 

The H2EV is designed to have the flexibility to operate with different types of 
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hybrid systems. The following sections will introduce the hybrid system used in 

the experiment and the validation of the powertrain load modelling.  

4.2.1 Specification for the customized hybrid system 

Fuel cell stack 

A customized 3kw Ballard 1020ACS PEMC is used as the energy source of the 

H2EV, which is operating in active hybrid mode in its current form. The fuel cell 

controller operates the air-cooling and purge system based on the stack 

temperature and hydrogen flow. The fuel cell stack has 70 cells, with static 

performance curves shown in Figure 4-1. 

   

Figure 4-1 Fuel cell stack polarization curves for experimental test 

Battery pack 

The 72V 4.3kWh lithium-ion battery pack consist of 96 cells of Goodwolfe X2E 

15Ah 40166 battery (Goodwolfe 2019). The internal layout of the battery pack 

is shown in Figure 4-2. The battery cells are arranged as four groups, each 

group containing 24 cells connected in series and charged with the same 
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voltage, the groups being connected in parallel to supply power to the load.  

 

Figure 4-2 Experimental test battery pack layout 

 

The discharge characteristic is shown in Figure 4-3. The figure shows that the 

lithium-ion battery can provide a stable discharge voltage over the nominal area.  

 

Figure 4-3 Battery cell 3C discharge characteristic  

4.2.2 ECE-15 drive cycle test  

Accurately modelling the FCEV powertrain load is critical in assessing the 

performance of the passive hybrid system. The H2EV is a lightweight 

passenger vehicle which is primarily for use in urban areas. Therefore, the 

ECE-15 urban driving cycles (UDC average speed 18.4km/h) were selected as 

a representative performance test for the vehicle. In order to give a precise 

result, the experimental test consists of eight UDC drive cycles lasting 

approximately 27 minutes to drive 7.997 km. Figure 4-4 shows the FCEV load 
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power and vehicle speed over a single drive cycle.  

 

Figure 4-4 Microcab H2EV model validation 

The average energy required over one drive cycle is 368.2kJ and 305.8kJ for 

the experimental measurements and the simulation, respectively. This 

difference is mainly caused by the following factors: 

 

1. Effects of auxiliary components 

The auxiliary system components of the H2EV, such as indicators and lights, 

need approximately 300W to operate. In a 200s drive cycle, this requires 

approximately 60kJ energy. The powertrain model does not include the auxiliary 

system, and once the additional energy consumption of this part is added, the 

total energy required is calculated as 365.8 kJ, which is close to the 

experimental test value of 368.2 kJ.  

 

2. Effects of driver behavior 

Although the same drive cycle is repeated eight times, the driver behavior has 

a significant effect on the FCEV performance. Figure 4-5 shows the actual 

driver’s drive cycle for each test. A human driver can not provide exactly the 

correct and consistent pressure to the throttle and brake for each drive cycle, 

resulting in small oscillation around the ideal speed trajectory. During natural 
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driving, it is typical to press the throttle pedal more than required to overcome 

stiction from a stopped condition. The latter explains the spikes observed for 

the experimental measurements shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-5 Actual drive cycle for eight tests  

 

3. Effects of the battery pack and fuel cell stack  

For the fuel cell, the supply pressure sensors measure the hydrogen pressure, 

the pressure regulator regulates the hydrogen pressure, the supply valve 

controls the hydrogen flow to the fuel cell stack, and the purge valve controls 

the hydrogen flow from the stack. Although expensive and accurate sensors 

are used for the fuel cell stack, errors still exist. Individual battery cells cannot 

be charged at precisely the same capacity resulting in slightly different initial 

characteristics. Therefore, in this work, the average cell capacity of the battery 

is assumed to be at 95% of the nominal capacity. 

 

4. Effects of environmental conditions  

The modelling parameters are designed to reproduce the environmental 

conditions. However, the accuracy of the sensors and other measurements has 
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not been considered in this work as they are expected to give errors of less 

than 1%. 

 

Based on the experimental validation it is concluded that the H2EV powertrain 

model is sufficiently realistic. 

4.3 Passive hybrid system module validation  

 

Figure 4-6 Fuel cell system test platform  

The passive hybrid system experiment test bench consists of a 3kW self-

humidified fuel cell, 45V 180Ah lithium-ion battery with battery management 

system under different SoC levels and a 3kW electric load (see Figure 4-6). The 

fuel cell stack is able to charge downsizing battery pack constantly because of 

higher voltage deviations. The fuel cell and battery are connected in parallel to 

provide power to the electrical load. The load increases by 50W every 15 

seconds while the battery and fuel cell supply power to the load during the 

experiment. The time resolution for experimental measurement is 15s. 

 

The experimental results show the fuel cell connected in a passive hybrid 

configuration with a lithium-ion battery. Three representative SoC, namely 20%, 
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50% and 80%, are selected to evaluate the fuel cell under a range of conditions. 

During the test with the battery at 20% SoC, the voltage gap between the 

battery and the fuel cell resulted in the fuel cell generating its maximum power 

to charge the battery and supply the load at the same time. Increasing the initial 

battery SoC from 20% to 80% reduces the fuel cell power generated because 

of the increased battery SoC. The fuel cell was found to be able to provide a 

relatively stable power output, calculated to operate the fuel cell in its most 

efficient mode of operation. 

 

The simulation results (shown in Figure 4-7) exhibit similar dynamic 

characteristic to the Microcab experimental data. Because the dynamic 

response time in the model is faster than the experimental results, at the low 

load power (<200W) part of the figure, the fuel cell power increases more 

rapidly than the experimental results. The fluctuations in experimental data is 

because of battery SoC charging rapidly when charging by the fuel cell or 

discharging the electric load. The temperature change and error of measuring 

instrument can are also affecting the results. 

 

The average fuel cell power is slightly lower than for the experimental data for 

20% and 80% SoC than the average experimental power between 400W and 

2000W. It is slightly higher in the case of 50% SoC. 

  

The average experimental fuel cell power for 20%, 50% and 80% SoC is 3274W, 

3096W and 2972W, respectively. This compares with the average simulated 

fuel cell power of 3214W, 3154W and 2927W for 20%, 50% and 80% battery 

SoC respectively. The overall accuracy of the model is around 98.15%. Such 

bench test provided the confidence that the passive hybrid system can 

smoothly operate with the H2EV model and that the model is suitable for the 

purposes of this work.   
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Figure 4-7 Passive hybrid system model validation 

 

The experimental results also show that the fuel cell stack temperature 

increases rapidly from 20℃ to 50℃ at 20% battery SoC level. When the battery 

SoC is 50%, the temperature increases from 20℃ to 46℃. When the battery 

SoC is 80%, the temperature increases from 20℃ to 44℃ respectively. It was 

found that when the battery SoC is low due to higher voltage deviations of the 

fuel cell system and the battery, the stack was overloaded under maximum 

temperature. The higher operating temperature might cause problems such as 

lower efficiency and performance degradation. Therefore, it is important to 

control the battery SoC and select a suitable battery pack and fuel cell stack for 

the passive hybrid system. 

4.4 Conclusion  

The above experimental validation results prove that the passive hybrid fuel cell 

powertrain modelling is sufficiently realistic for the FCEV. Moreover, the 

experimental tests proved the passive hybrid system needs to be carefully 

designed for FCEVs in order to increase the system efficiency as well as 

maintain the lifespan of the fuel cell. The results described in this chapter 
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provide the experimental foundation upon which further system-level 

evaluations of a hybrid FCEV with a passive fuel cell/battery architecture are 

presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5: Comparison of active and 

passive hybrid powertrain  

5.1 Introduction 

Having validated the model developed in chapter 3 using experimental data 

collected in chapter 4, this chapter exploits the validated model to investigate 

the benefits of passive hybrid FCEVs. The simulation results indicate that 

passive hybrid Microcab H2EV can successfully increasing battery charging 

efficiency under same fuel cell stack performance and simplifying the hybrid 

system by removing DC-DC converter.   

 

The chapter is organised as follows. The first section uses simulation to explain 

the dynamic behaviour of the direct passive hybrid Microcab H2EV. The second 

section compares a direct passive hybrid powertrain with an active hybrid 

powertrain for the H2EV. The aim of such a comparison is to demonstrate the 

potential benefits of a passive hybrid against conventional active hybrid 

systems. 

5.2 Dynamic behaviour of the direct passive hybrid system  

According to previous research from Microcab, fuel cell stacks between 4kW 

and 5kW are the most appropriate for the H2EV (Ryan et.al. 2014). Therefore, 

in the passive hybrid system design, a 4.1kW fuel cell stack and 72V 4.3kWh 

lithium-ion battery are selected for the required missions. 

 

The aim of this simulation study is to evaluate the efficiency of active and 

passive hybrid systems for the Microcab H2EV. The simulation study makes 

use of a drive cycle created by combining four repetitions of the UDC drive cycle, 
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representing an overall drive cycle of 780s (13 min) duration with a distance 

covered of 3.98km. The SoC of the battery is initially assumed to be 70%. The 

vehicle parameters are listed in Table 3-1 in chapter 3.  

 

The outcome of the simulation is shown in Figure 5-1. At the beginning of the 

drive cycle, the fuel cell is operating at its nominal output of 3180W to provide 

power to both the battery and the load. As the load increases, the battery starts 

to supply energy to the load. The battery power curves show negative values 

when charging and positive values when discharging. In a passive hybrid 

system, the battery charge and discharge threshold points are determined by 

the voltage deviations between the fuel cell and the battery. Once the power 

demand from the load exceeds the 3180W threshold, the battery starts 

supporting the fuel cell to provide power to the load, and therefore stops 

recharging until the load power drops below the threshold point. The behaviour 

of the passive hybrid system can be expressed as follows:  

 

If 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 < 𝑃𝑓𝑐  𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑃𝑓𝑐 − |𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡| (51) 

If 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 > 𝑃𝑓𝑐  𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑃𝑓𝑐 + 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡  (52) 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 is the load power of FCEV 

𝑃𝑓𝑐 is the power supplied from the fuel cell stack 

𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 is the power supplied from the lithium battery pack 
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Figure 5-1 Simulation results of direct passive hybrid powertrain 

5.3 Comparison of active hybrid and direct passive hybrid 

strategies 

An active hybrid system management strategy is currently used in the Microcab 

H2EV. It uses a DC-DC converter to adjust the power supplied to charge the 

battery until 80% SoC level is reached, at which point the operation of the fuel 

cell is stopped until the SoC falls below 50% level and the fuel cell is re-started 

to charge the battery. This active hybrid system management strategy is used 

as a benchmark against which to evaluate the direct passive hybrid systems. 

To evaluate the relative benefits of a passive hybrid for representative 

conditions, 70% initial battery SoC levels was selected. 

 

Figure 5-2 shows the comparison between active and direct passive strategies, 

assuming a battery SoC equal to 70%, with the vehicle following the UDC drive 

cycle. The active strategy uses a DC-DC converter to supply a constant power 

to the battery, with the battery supplying power to the motor. After four drive 

cycles, the battery SoC for the direct passive strategy (77.24%) is higher than 

for the active strategy (75.66%). This difference is due to the ability of the fuel 

cell to supply power to both the battery and the load when used a direct passive 
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strategy is used. Note that, for both strategies, the average power of the fuel 

cell is at a similar level (3187W). It can be seen that the passive hybrid strategy 

provides more energy to the battery pack, helping the FCEV to run further 

before depleting both energy sources. In pure EV mode, a 780s drive cycle will 

cost a lithium battery about 896.292kJ energy, equivalent to a 5.79% decrease 

in the SoC. Therefore, the energy saved using a passive hybrid would enable 

the driving range to be extended by approximately 27.28% (1.08km).   

 

 

Figure 5-2 Comparison of active hybrid and direct passive hybrid strategy when battery at high 

SoC level under UDC drive cycle 
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Table 5-1 shows that the proposed direct passive hybrid powertrain provides 

more energy to the battery whilst keeping the fuel cell average power at a 

similar level. It is important to highlight that the passive hybrid powertrain 

increases the range by an average of 27.28% for FCEV over four UDC drive 

cycles, compared to the active powertrain. This shows the proposed system 

has higher efficiency than an active powertrain system, especially at lower 

battery SoC levels  

 

Generally, fuel cell and lithium battery passive hybrid systems can provide 

relatively stable output power under different SoC conditions. Note, however, 

that the FC power fluctuation is higher compared to an active hybrid system 

where the FC is kept operating at a constant level. Such fluctuation is however 

detrimental to the life of the FC. Therefore, appropriate sizing of the FC and 

battery are required to ensure that the change in amplitude of FC power is 

acceptable 

 

Table 5-1 Performance comparison of active and direct passive strategies 

Initial SoC 70% Active  Passive 

Battery SoC after test  75.66% 77.24% 

Fuel cell average power  3187W 3187W 

Range extension - 27.28% 

Standard deviation of passive fuel cell curve  100.3W 
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5.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has demonstrated that an FCEV direct passive powertrain is able 

to achieve the requested load under different SoC levels, and results in reduced 

use of the total energy sources under a UDC drive cycle. When the FCEV load 

increases, the battery fulfils the additional power demand by providing power 

when the load exceeds a threshold limit. Consequently, the energy generated 

in the fuel cell stack is relatively stable.  

 

Having verified the benefits of the passive hybrid strategy for the H2EV in terms 

of increased efficiency and potential for range extension, the next chapter 

investigates the application of fuzzy logic control to manage the load demand 

for a passive hybrid strategy, taking into account the health of the fuel cell and 

the battery systems.  
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Chapter 6: Fuzzy logic for passive FCEV 

powertrain control  

6.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters have described a set of original, experimentally validated, 

powertrain models for active and passive FCEV. This chapter exploits these 

models to present the one of the main novelties of this thesis which is the 

application of a fuzzy logic control scheme to a passive hybrid system used in 

a passenger FCEV.  

 

A fuzzy logic management strategy was selected based on their previously 

successful use in multiple applications and because of their robustness (Hemi 

et al. 2014). Relevant FCEV management strategies implemented include (Li 

et al. 2012), where it was applied to a DC-DC converter and ultracapacitor to 

reduce hydrogen usage. Bernard et al. (2011) developed a Proportional plus 

Integral (PI) controller based on bus voltage of an FCEV passive hybrid 

powertrain. The proposed fuzzy controller differs in its approach in terms of the 

application of fuzzy to passive hybrid and the means selected to control the 

power from the FC. 

 

The proposed controller modifies the power delivered by the fuel cell to the 

battery and the powertrain to achieve the desired load demand, taking into 

account the battery SoC. The proposed passive control strategies are 

demonstrated under two well-established test cycles; ECE 15, and Extra Urban 

Driving Cycle (EUDC). 

 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents an 
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evaluation of the hybrid FCEV power management strategies. Section 6.3 

analyses the control parameters for the fuzzy logic controller. Section 6.4 

describes the fuzzy logic scheme that controls the hydrogen pressure to adjust 

the power from the fuel cells. Section 6.5 presents the simulation studies, 

comparing with the passive and fuzzy controlled passive hybrid FCEV. Section 

6.6 concludes the key findings. 

6.2 Hybrid system management strategy   

Chapter 4 involving the Microcab H2EV have evaluated passive hybrid systems 

experimentally, where a 3kW fuel cell stack and a 45v 180Ah lithium-ion battery 

were connected in parallel, to provide power to a 3kW electric load. The system 

was evaluated under different state of charge (SoC) levels for the lithium-ion 

battery pack. It was found that the fuel cell could operate at a relatively stable 

output power when the battery SoC was in the range 20% to 80%. When the 

SoC level is below 20%, the fuel cell stack might output more energy than its 

nominal power. When the battery SoC is higher 80%, the fuel cell stack power 

will decrease. In both situations, performance degradation of battery and fuel 

cell life cycle will worsen. Therefore, the most efficient and effective operating 

condition for the fuel cell corresponds to this recommended range for the 

battery SoC. Operating the fuel cell at a low SoC led to the fuel cell generating 

maximum power to charge the battery and supplying the load at the same time. 

This resulted in rapid fuel cell temperature increase which can negatively 

impact the FC state of health. It is only when the load reduces at a high SoC 

level that the fuel cell can return to the power output it is designed to deliver. 

Therefore, the experimental results indicated that once the appropriately sized 

fuel cell was selected, the SoC condition had the most impact on the passive 

hybrid system efficiency. 

 

There are two primary objectives to be fulfilled by the management strategy for 
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automotive fuel cell and battery hybrid systems. The first is to improve the 

energy efficiency of the system. The second is to extend the battery pack and 

fuel cell lifetime. The passive hybrid system already meets the first requirement. 

The designed fuzzy logic controller is aimed to achieve both objectives.  

 

The lifetime of lithium batteries is affected by the depth of discharge for different 

SoC levels. Therefore, high and low SoC levels should be avoided to extend 

the battery life (Wikner and Thiringer 2018, Qadrdan et al. 2018). The FCEV 

fuel cell lifetime is shorter than the lifetime of the stationary fuel cell, and this 

lifetime degradation is mainly due to frequent start-stop cycles (Pei et al. 2010, 

Pei et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2018). Ideally, the fuel cell should keep working at 

nominal power. However, maintaining the battery SoC and improving fuel cell 

efficiency are two conflicting objectives faced by current systems. The first 

objective is to maintain the battery between 20% and 80% SoC and only allow 

the charging of the battery when the SoC is within these limits. The second 

objective is to keep the power supplied by the fuel cell stable to prevent 

performance degradation. Therefore, the best strategy should be to keep the 

battery between 20% to 80% SoC whilst reducing the number of fuel cell start-

stops and occurrence of fuel cell power fluctuations.  

 

Having identified the requirement in terms of power management, the next 

section identifies the most appropriate variable to control to achieve the desired 

objectives. 

6.3 Sensitivity analysis  

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to identify the most critical parameters 

from the fuel cell stack power control perspective. The proposed passive hybrid 

powertrain is able to investigate the parameters that affect PEMFC power. 

Based on the BALLARD fuel cell manual (Ballarld 2011) and previous 
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experimental test data, the fuel cell parameters investigated are set to constant 

values. Then, consecutively, one parameter at a time is changed to observe its 

impact on the fuel cell power variation for the passive hybrid system. The tests 

are carried out for the UDC drive cycle, which is representative for the use of 

the Microcab H2EV. The control group parameters for the fuel cell stack are 

described in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1 Fuel cell stack control group parameters 

Fuel cell stack Control group 

Fuel flow (lpm) 200 

Air flow (lpm) 200 

Fuel pressure (bar) 0.36 

Air pressure (bar) 1 

6.3.1 Fuel flow rate  

Fuel flow rate is an operating parameter that can have a significant effect on 

fuel cell stack performance. In this study, the fuel flow rate is varied from 125 to 

300 Litres per minute (lpm). The fuel cell stack power curves for various battery 

SoC level is shown in Figure 6-1. 

 

Figure 6-1 shows the fuel flow rate effect on the stack performance for a passive 

hybrid system with a 70% SoC lithium battery. It can be seen that the stack 

power increases faster when the fuel flow rate increases from 125 lpm to 200 

lpm. A 75 lpm increase in the fuel flow rate results in a 3.9% average increase 

in the power. The rate of change in power increase is lower in the region from 

200 lpm to 300 lpm, where a 100 lpm increase in the fuel flow rate results in 

only a 1.5% performance increase.  
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Figure 6-1 Fuel flow rate change on stack power at battery 70% SoC 

 

Lower battery SoC increases the power curve in all regions. Increasing the flow 

from 125 lpm to 200 lpm results in a 4% average increase in stack power when 

the battery SoC is 50%. Similar to the case with 70% SoC, a hydrogen flow rate 

increase from 200 lpm to 300 lpm results in a stack power increase of 1.4%.  

 

As a result of 30% SoC, the average curve for the stack power increases by 

109 W compared to the situation with medium SoC level. A 60% fuel flow rate 

increase, between 125 lpm and 200 lpm, results in a 4.3% average increase in 

the stack power. Similar to the previous simulations, only an average 56 W 

increase in the stack power resulted in a 1.5% average increase when the fuel 

flow rate increased from 200 lpm to 300 lpm.  

 

These simulation studies have shown that the fuel flow rate is an effective 

means to change the fuel cell performance under different battery SoC level.  
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6.3.2 Air flow rate  

The air flow rate has the lowest effect on the PEMFC power. In the simulation, 

the air flow rate is changed from 150 lpm to 350 lpm, and the results are 

illustrated in Figure 6-2. By comparison, increasing the air flow rate by 200 lpm 

results in only 27W average increase in power, which is less than 1%. This 

indicates that the air flow rate’s influence is not significant for PEMFC.   

 

 

Figure 6-2 Air flow rate change on stack power at battery 70% SoC 

6.3.3 Fuel pressure  

Fuel pressure is the most important parameter for PEMFC. The results of 

changing fuel pressure under different battery SoC levels are illustrated in 

Figure 6-3. The operating fuel pressure range is 0.26 bar to 0.56 bar.  

 

The comparison of the effect of hydrogen fuel pressure at a battery 70% SoC 

is presented in Figure 6-3. As fuel pressure increases from 0.26 bar to 0.56 bar, 
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the average power of the fuel cell increases by 285 W. It can be seen that the 

highest performance gain is in the region of fuel pressure increase from 0.26 

bar to 0.36 bar, which results in 4.2% average increase in fuel cell power. When 

the fuel pressure changes from 0.36 to 0.45, the performance increases by 

about 2.6%. There is only a 1.8% increase in stack power when the pressures 

is increased between 0.46 and 0.56 bar.    

 

Figure 6-3 Fuel pressure change on stack power at battery 70% SoC 

 

50% battery SoC level slightly shifts the power curve upward by 54.75 W 

compared to a 70% battery SoC level. From the results, a 0.1 bar rise in fuel 

pressure results in a 4.2% average increase of fuel cell power in the range 0.26 

bar to 0.36 bar. The power increase is lower in the regions from 0.36 bar to 0.46 

bar (2.5%) and 0.46 bar to 0.56 bar (1.8%).  

 

It can also be seen that higher average stack power is found at 30% battery 

SoC level. Similar to the previous two results, changing the fuel pressure has 

less effect on stack performance at higher fuel pressures. These simulations 
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have shown that the fuel pressure changes lead to appreciable improvements 

in the stack performance. Therefore, the fuel pressure is a key control 

parameter for the PEMFC. 

6.3.4 Air pressure  

A study to test the sensitivity of the air pressure on stack performance is carried 

out at a high battery SoC condition. Figure 6-4 shows the effect of three levels 

of air pressure from 1 bar to 2 bar. Similar to the other variables, a more 

significant effect is seen when the control variable is changed in the low region. 

In this case, an increase in air pressure of 0.5 bar (50%) results in an increase 

in power to 66 W (1.9%). This results in an average improvement in cell 

performance by 3.3% due to the increase in air pressure. These simulation 

studies have shown that air pressure does not have a very significant influence 

on stack power.  

 

Figure 6-4 Air pressure change on stack power at battery 70% SoC 
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6.3.5 Sensitivity analysis summary  

Table 6-2 summaries the outcomes of the sensitivity analysis. The fuel pressure 

is a key parameter that can control PEMFC power. Normally, under constant 

current conditions, the voltage of the fuel cell increases with fuel pressure. 

When the fuel pressure increases from 0.26 bar to 0.36 bar, the average power 

increases by 139 W, which accounts for 48.1% of the total power increase. 

Similar to the fuel pressure, the fuel flow rate in litres per minute (lpm) can affect 

the fuel cell power. The power gain is higher in the region from 125 lpm to 200 

lpm compared with the region from 200 lpm to 300 lpm. the power of the 

PEMFC can affected by air pressure and air flow rate. However, the impact is 

much lower than the hydrogen pressure and flow rate. Based on the parameter 

sensitivity test results, fuel pressure is selected as the most appropriate control 

variable. 

 

Table 6-2 Sensitivity analysis of process parameters on the PEMFC 

Parameters  Change Effect of fuel cell 

performance 

Fuel flow (lpm) 125-300 5.6% 

Air flow (lpm) 150-350 0.98% 

Fuel pressure 

(bar) 

0.26-0.56 8.76% 

Air pressure (bar) 1-3 3.3% 

 

The following section describes the proposed fuzzy logic management strategy 

that controls the fuel pressure for the passive hybrid system and evaluate it 

against the benchmark direct passive strategy. 
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6.4 Fuzzy logic controller for the passive hybrid system 

The objectives of the control algorithm are to satisfy the FCEV load power and 

manage the fuel cell system while keeping the battery operating in a secure, 

safe and efficient manner. Figure 6-5 shows a schematic of the fuel stream 

configuration with a controller. In a fuel stream system, the hydrogen tank stores 

the hydrogen fuel. The pressure regulator measures and control the pressure 

of the hydrogen, and the controller regulates the supply pressure. In this work, 

a fuzzy logic controller is selected. The control algorithm has two input variables: 

the battery SoC and the FCEV load power. The Mamdani fuzzy logic controller 

aims to control the pressure regulator to deliver hydrogen fuel to the stack at 

the appropriate pressure. During the operation, the supply valve controls 

hydrogen on/off into the stack. The purge valve controls the impurities gas from 

the anode out of the stack at a specific duration. Therefore, the fuel cell stack 

is able to use fresh hydrogen from the tank. 

 

Figure 6-5 Fuzzy logic controller for fuel stream configuration 

The membership functions of the inputs and the outputs variables are shown in 

Figure 6-6, Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8. The SoC of the battery is between 0% 

and 100%, which represents an empty to a fully charged battery, respectively. 

The second input variable membership function represents the range of load 

power and is selected between the minimum and maximum load power 

generated by the FCEV. The output variable is chosen for the optimal operating 

range of the fuel cell stack based on the BALLARD fuel cell manual, that says 
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the fuel cell pressure upper limits is 0.56 and lower limits is 0.16.  

 

Figure 6-6 Membership function of Input variable SoC 

 

Figure 6-7 Membership function of Input variable FCEV load power 

 

Figure 6-8 Membership function of Output variable hydrogen fuel pressure 

 

The fuzzy logic control algorithm with 15 rules are set up, as shown in Table 

6-3. The rules are of the form: "if SoC is X, and FCEV load power is Y, then 

hydrogen fuel pressure is Z". The rules are based on experimental experience 

in order to provide better performance for the fuel cell stream system. Because 

the battery SoC change is relatively small, it is divided into three fuzzy subsets: 

L (low battery SoC), M (medium battery SoC）and H (high battery SoC). As 
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presented in Chapter 4, maximum battery power is 13.8 kW and we that FC 

power is around 4 kW, so the summation is around 18 kW. The FCEV load 

power is categorised into five states to satisfy different drive cycles: VH (very 

high power demand), H (high power demand), M (medium power demand), L 

(low power demand) and VL (very low power demand). The output variable fuel 

pressure is assigned to five subsets: VH (very high fuel pressure), H (high fuel 

pressure), M (medium fuel pressure), L (low fuel pressure) and VL (very low 

fuel pressure). Trial-and-error method is used for determining the ‘break points’ 

of membership functions. The Mamdani Inference approach is utilized to carry 

out the centroid defuzzification. 

 

Table 6-3 Fuzzy controller rules 

SoC FCEV load power Hydrogen fuel pressure 

L VL H 

L H 

M H 

H VH 

VH VH 

M VL L 

L M 

M H 

H VH 

VH VH 

H VL VL 

L VL 

M L 

H M 

VH H 
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6.5 Comparison of fuzzy control for the passive hybrid 

strategy and direct passive hybrid strategy 

The UDC (average speed 18.4km/h) and EUDC (average speed (62.6km/h) 

were selected to evaluate the performance of the model and controller for 

different architectures, as these cycles are representative of the urban use of 

the vehicle.  

   

Figure 6-9 shows the comparison results of two passive methods when the 

battery SoC is high. In the case of the direct passive hybrid strategy, the battery 

SoC reaches 80% at 400s, at which time the FCEV switches to EV mode and 

the fuel cell turns off to prevent battery overcharge and overheating. In EV mode, 

battery will supply energy to the FCEV, until battery SoC drops to 50%. Then 

the fuel cell stack will turn on. By contrast, the fuzzy passive strategy reduces 

the power provided to the battery by reducing the fuel pressure, thereby 

delaying the need to switch off the fuel cell. The reduction of fuel pressure to 

0.193 bar reduces the power generated by the fuel cell by 9.57%, resulting in 

an average power of 2894W. This simulation demonstrates the ability of the 

proposed controller to regulate the fuel pressure to save hydrogen and prevent 

the SoC from increasing too fast to a very high level. Thus, the FC can continue 

to operate 18.25% longer before it has to stop. 
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Figure 6-9 Comparison of direct and fuzzy passive strategies with the battery at a high SoC 

level under a UDC drive cycle  

 

Figure 6-10 then shows the comparison between two passive methods when 

the battery SoC is medium. By adjusting the battery SoC to a medium level, the 

average fuel cell power for the direct passive strategy increases from 3171 W 

to 3248 W. The fuzzy controller reacts to the SoC reduction from high level to 

medium level and increases the fuel pressure to 0.233 bar to increase the 

power delivered by the fuel cell. As the SoC drops, the fuel pressure increases, 

resulting in the fuel cell power gradually increasing to 8.84%. Because the SoC 
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level and load condition are still acceptable for the passive hybrid system, the 

controller continues to save hydrogen for future use.  

 

 

Figure 6-10 Comparison of direct and fuzzy passive strategy with the battery at a medium SoC 

level under a UDC drive cycle  
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By reducing the battery SoC to low level, it can be seen that the fuel cell 

constantly operates at a higher performance to meet the load, as shown in 

Figure 6-11. In the case of the fuzzy passive hybrid strategy, the increase of 

fuel pressure to 0.462 bar increases the stack performance by 11.44% 

compared to a 50% SoC level, resulting in an average power of 3514 W. 

Therefore, the battery can charge by 4.78% more than the direct passive 

strategy. By contrast, the FCEV with the fuzzy controller enables the battery 

SoC to return to high efficiency and a health SoC region more quickly.  

 

Figure 6-11 Comparison of direct and fuzzy passive strategy with the battery at a low SoC level 

under a UDC drive cycle 
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The EUDC drive cycle is used to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy- 

controlled passive method, when the fuel cells are required to provide additional 

power to delay the SoC from reaching its minimum value. It is assumed that the 

initial SoC is below 40%. The demanding drive cycle in terms of load, for the 

selected fuel cell and battery size, results in the SoC reaching 20% after 900s 

with the direct passive strategy. By contrast, the FCEV with the fuzzy controller 

can drive 1.2km (17%) further until the SoC reaches the 20% level. This is 

achieved by increasing the average fuel pressure by 27.78% compared to the 

direct passive strategy, resulting in an average fuel cell power increase from 

3645W to 3739W for the direct and fuzzy control, respectively. The fuzzy 

passive strategy outputs more power to satisfy the requested load, resulting in 

higher hydrogen consumption by 12.41g/km compared to 9.73g/km with the 

direct passive strategy. This results in an average battery power 76W lower 

than for the direct passive strategy. 

 

These simulation results indicate that the fuzzy control strategy is applicable to 

adjust the power of the passive hybrid configuration of FCEV to either extend 

the range of the FCEV or reduce the number of times the FC is switched on/off. 

The latter positively impacts on the life of the FCEV. However, in the case where 

the fuzzy controller is required to increase the fuel cell output, see Figure 6-12, 

the increase in variation of the FC power output, characterised by its higher 

standard deviation (see Table 6-4) will have a detrimental effect on the fuel cell 

stack life. There is therefore a trade-off between improving the battery SoC and 

its life whilst at the same time delivering the performance required by the driver 

and managing the life of the FC. Fuzzy logic offers the possibility to achieve the 

required trade-off dependencies. In this project, the focus was on extending 

range and reducing the number of FC shutdown cycles. 
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Figure 6-12 Comparison of direct and fuzzy passive strategy with battery at a low SoC under 

an EUDC drive cycle 

 

Table 6-4 Analysis of the fuel cell and battery power curves for the direct and fuzzy passive 

hybrid systems 

 Fuel cell 

direct 

Fuel cell 

fuzzy 

Battery 

direct 

Battery 

fuzzy 

Mean 3645W 3730W 2830W 2754W 

Standard deviation 259 295.2 -   -  
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6.6 Conclusion  

This chapter has proposed a fuzzy logic control strategy to improve the 

performance of passive hybrid FCEVs by controlling the hydrogen fuel pressure. 

The prime objective was to meet the driver torque request and associated load. 

The secondary objective was to maintain the SoC of the Li–FePO4 battery 

between 20% and 80%. Maintaining the battery at its recommended operating 

condition enables both prolonging the life of the battery and keeps the fuel cell 

power relatively stable and near its most efficient operating region. The latter 

advantage, combined with reducing the number of fuel cell start-stop cycles, 

helps to meet the third objective, which is to operate the fuel cell safely and to 

prolong its life. The fourth objective is to improve the efficiency of the FCEV. 

These objectives were achieved through the Fuzzy logic controller for a fuel 

stream passive hybrid configuration. 

 

The sensitivity test for the passive hybrid system found that the fuel pressure 

was the most significant parameter to affect the fuel cell power. Note that the 

fuel flow was the second most significant parameter and its inclusion in the 

control strategy has been identified as an area of further work 

 

The UDC and EUDC drive cycles were selected, as they are appropriate for 

urban use. These were used to evaluate the performance of the model and 

controller for the different architectures.  

 

Analysis of comparison between direct passive and fuzzy passive strategies 

demonstrated that the fuzzy passive strategy could reduce the start-stop 

frequency caused by maintaining the battery SoC level above 80% and 

prevents large load changes caused by excessively low SoC levels.  
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The efficiency of the controller is reduced in the EUDC drive cycle due to the 

important increase in power demand for the FCEV with lower SoC level. The 

average driving speed in the UK's major cities has fallen by about 20%, with 

the average speeds at around 3 m/s in 2017, which is far below the UDC drive 

cycle speed (APH 2018). The Microcab H2EV is designed for low powered drive 

cycles. Thus, the investigation shows that the passive hybrid system with a 

fuzzy control strategy exhibits good effectiveness for an FCEV targeting urban 

driving conditions in the UK and at the same time extends the battery/fuel cell 

lifespan for an urban-use passenger FCEV.  

 

Further investigation on the fuel cell passive hybridization with different 

batteries is analysed in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 7: Impact of battery technology on 

Passive hybrid systems  

7.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 has highlighted the dominance of lithium battery-power in BEVs for 

automotive transport applications. This is mainly due to their lightweight and 

high energy density, fast charging time and wide range of operation compared 

to lead-acid batteries. However, as the first commercially available 

rechargeable battery, lead-acid batteries are still used in most vehicles as the 

primary or secondary battery due to their cost-effectiveness. Ni-MH batteries 

started to infiltrate the market of lead-acid batteries in the nineteen nineties. Ni-

MH batteries are mostly used in HEVs and FCEVs, e.g. Toyota Mirai. This 

chapter will exploit the model developed in chapter 3, to investigate the impact 

of these three main battery technologies for small lightweight FCEVs used in 

urban environments. The simulation results of these batteries point out the 

applicable applications for different passive systems.  

 

This Chapter is organised as follows; Section 7.2 describes the different 

components of Lead-Acid, NiMH and Lithium Ion batteries. In section 7.3, 

simulation studies are performed using the same drive cycle and initial 

conditions as in Chapter 6.  Section 7.4 contains a critical analysis of the 

different battery technologies investigated.  
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7.2 Battery components  

In the lead-acid battery and fuel cell passive hybrid powertrain, the 4.3 kWh 

lithium battery pack is replaced by a 4.3 kWh lead-acid battery pack. Six 12V 

60Ah lead-acid rechargeable batteries are connected in series to provide the 

same power as the original lithium battery pack. This new design adds 100 kg 

to the vehicle, which increases the total weight from 775 kg to 875 kg. According 

to the production cost of batteries in Table 2-2, using lead-acid rechargeable 

batteries will save £309.60.  

 

The Ni-MH battery based passive hybridization powertrain comprises a 4.3 kWh 

Ni-MH battery pack in place of the 4.3 kWh lithium battery pack. Six 12V 20Ah 

Ni-MH rechargeable battery packs are connected in series, and three groups 

of these are connected in parallel to provide the same power as the original 

lithium battery. The new design also adds 29 kg weight to the vehicle, which 

increases the total vehicle weight from 775 kg to 804 kg. Based on the 

production cost of batteries in Table 2-2, the Ni-MH battery pack will cost £172 

more than a lithium battery pack.  

  

In both cases, the weight increase is expected to have a negative impact on the 

vehicle’s load power. 
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7.3 Simulation studies of different battery technologies on 

Passive hybrid systems 

The lithium battery passive hybrid system is used as a benchmark against 

which to evaluate the lead-acid and NiMH battery passive hybrid systems. In 

all cases the UDD drive cycle is used as it is suitable for a low power, small 

FCEV designed to operate in an urban environment. 

 

The impact of lead acid, NiMH and lithium battery technologies is evaluated for 

low, medium and high SoC levels. Figure 7-1, Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 

illustrate the dynamic performance of these three configurations. Table 7-1 

summarises the overall performance of lead-acid and NiMH against the 

reference lithium battery. 

 

It can be observed that at a high SoC, e.g. 70%, the increase in weight by 12.9% 

and 3.7% leads to a battery pack load increase of 9.08% and 2.5% for the lead-

acid battery and the NiMH batteries, respectively. 

 

The fuel cell power provided to the battery is, on average, slightly lower (53W) 

for lead acid but as much as 260 W lower for NiMH. This lower charge to the 

lead acid and NiMH batteries results in a range reduction of 20% (0.4km) and 

37.4% (0. 74km) for lead acid and NiMH, respectively. 

 

Use of lead acid and NiMH batteries results in a higher variation in the power 

outputs provided by the fuel cell. Fuel cells combined with lead-acid batteries 

were by far the most affected. The variations are potentially unwanted as they 

may affect the fuel cell life. Note that further work is required to evaluate if the 

impact of a higher fuel cell power variation is similar to fuel cell start-stop cycles 

that have been shown to have a detrimental impact on the state of health of the 
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fuel cell. 

 

The NiMH battery exhibits similar behaviour, irrespective of the initial battery 

SoC. The fuel cell power is consistently lower than the reference battery 

resulting in a reduction in range of around 30%. The change in amplitude of the 

fuel cell power is similar, with a standard deviation 60 W higher than the 

reference battery. 

 

By contrast, the performance of the FCEV with a lead acid battery improves in 

terms of the SoC level, average fuel cell power and a range extension (by 11.4% 

or 0.22km) when the initial battery SoC decreases. The change in amplitude of 

the fuel cell power is slightly reduced, however the standard deviation is still 

above 290 W. The variation caused by the load demand can be clearly seen on 

the ‘fuel cell power plots’ presented in Figure 7-1, Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3. 

 

Common to all battery types, reducing the battery SoC increases the current 

drawn by the fuel cell to supply the increased load. The interaction between the 

batteries and the fuel cell can be explained by the battery packs’ discharge 

curves illustrated in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5. Three 72V nominal batteries are 

compared, corresponding to 77.8V for the lithium battery, 73.3V for the lead-

acid battery and 84.81V for the NiMH battery. 

 

The lithium battery pack discharge curve is slightly flatter than NiMH and 

significantly flatter than the lead-acid battery, especially at nominal voltage 

range. Small deviations in the voltage of the fuel cell system and battery voltage 

results in the fuel cell power output being relatively constant, which is believed 

to be desirable from a fuel cell life expectancy perspective.  

 

In the case of the lead-acid battery pack, the operating point of the fuel cell is 
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in a more efficient region due to the lower nominal voltage. 

 

The Ni-MH battery pack has the highest nominal discharge voltage curve, 

followed by the lithium battery and the lead-acid battery. A higher nominal 

voltage enables a battery pack to provide more power to the load, which is 

desirable. After the exponential voltage drop, the lithium battery pack discharge 

curve is more stable than the Ni-MH battery which results in a stable output 

power from the fuel cell stack.  
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Figure 7-1 Comparison of different batteries passive hybrid system when battery at high SoC 

under UDC drive cycle 
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Figure 7-2 Comparison of lead-acid and lithium passive hybrid system when battery at medium 

SoC under UDC drive cycle 
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Figure 7-3 Comparison of lead-acid and lithium passive hybrid system when battery at low SoC 

under UDC drive cycle 
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Figure 7-4 Comparison of lithium battery pack and lead-acid battery pack discharge curve 

 

 

Figure 7-5 Comparison of lithium battery pack and Ni-MH battery pack discharge curve 
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7.4 Discussion and analysis of different battery passive hybrid 

systems 

Table 7-1 Analysis of fuel cell performance of different battery passive hybrid systems 

Initial SoC 70% Ni-MH passive Lithium passive Lead-acid passive 

Battery SoC after test  72.75% 73.83% 73.25% 

Fuel cell average 

power  

2932W 3192W 3139W 

Range change -37.3% 0 -20% 

Standard deviation  

of power curve 

160 103.8 388.1 

Initial SoC 50%  

Battery SoC after test 52.97% 54.02% 53.82% 

Fuel cell average 

power 

3014W 3252W 3335W 

Range change -36.26% 0 -6.9% 

Standard deviation  

of power curve  

154.6 95.41  

Initial SoC 30%  

Battery SoC after test 33.31% 33.85% 34.62% 

Fuel cell average 

power 

3135W 3339 3589 

Range change -33.85% 0 11.4% 

Standard deviation  

of power curve 

160.5 95.26 293.5 
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Table 7-1 summarises the outcomes of the fuel cell curve analysis for different 

batteries. The simulation studies have shown that each battery has different 

advantages in terms of life expectancy, efficiency, range and power. The aim of 

this section is to identify application areas where fuel cells could be combined 

with these battery technologies. 

 

According to a National Travel Survey, 56.46% people who have a disability 

lasting more than one year, are stated as having mobility difficulties. Although 

many old people have difficulties in walking as their age increases, the survey 

also shows that those aged 60+ have the highest interest in going on trips 

compared to younger people (Department for Transport 2019). Major cities in 

the UK have problems of congestion. As a result, electric mobility scooters have 

become more and more popular in the UK. The market study estimates the 

annual growth in sales of scooters at approximately 5-10%, and the buyers 

were most interested in the range that could be achieved (Barton et al. 2014). 

Currently, commercial electric mobility scooters mainly use lead-acid battery 

packs for the ESS. Because of the limited space in electric mobility scooters, 

the driving range is much worse than BEVs. Adapting fuel cell and lead-acid 

battery passive hybrid systems to mobility scooters would solve the range issue 

and prevent deep battery discharge, whilst keeping the system relatively cheap 

(for a fuel cell vehicle). It would provide a simple and efficient system.  

 

However, the problems associated with the weight of the lead-acid battery pack 

and the degradation to the fuel cell stack due to high fuel cell load variability 

need to be carefully considered for larger FCEVs. Simulation results suggest 

that the lead-acid battery passive hybrid system is more suitable for 

applications which have lower and more stable load power and a smaller lead-

acid battery pack. 

. 
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NiMH has a longer life cycle than a lithium battery and only slightly worse 

performance than lithium batteries in terms of fuel cell load variability. NiMH can 

therefore be a good alternative for large, long-range passive hybrid FCEVs 

used for motorway driving that require a large power but at a stable output. 

 

Lithium batteries have the best battery performance specification, including 

specific energy (Wh/kg), energy density (Wh/L) and specific power (W/kg) 

compared to lead-acid and NiMH batteries. Furthermore, lithium batteries have 

the flattest discharge curve which is highly suited to passive hybrid systems. 

This can reduce maintenance cost of the fuel cell stack, for a longer lifetime.  

 

7.5 Conclusion  

This chapter has presented simulation studies investigating the relative benefits 

of three combinations of batteries and fuel cells for passive hybrid systems. The 

benchmark system with a lithium battery outperformed the lead acid system 

except at a low SoC level, based on lead-acid battery passive hybridization 

simulation results that have been presented and analysed in this chapter. It is 

critical to assess the stability and power output of the fuel cell system when 

modelling a passive hybrid system. Comparison of two passive hybrid systems 

showed that lead-acid batteries can provide higher efficiency when the battery 

SoC level is not high, as well as increasing the driving range of the FCEV. 

 

Hence, a fuel cell and lead-acid battery passive hybrid system can avoid the 

deep discharge problem, maintaining the health of lead-acid batteries. However, 

the problems of increased weight of the lead-acid battery pack, and higher 

degradation of the fuel cell stack need to be carefully considered for FCEVs. 

Simulation results suggest that the lead-acid battery passive hybrid system is 
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more suitable for applications which require lower power demand and small 

lead-acid battery packs.  

 

The work presented in this chapter also covered the investigation of 

performance for changes in load demand with Ni-MH batteries and fuel cell 

passive hybrid systems under all SoC conditions. It can be seen that the Ni-MH 

passive hybrid system has slightly larger fuel cell power output variability than 

lithium-based battery systems, but much lower fuel cell power output variation 

than lithium-based passive hybrid systems, and higher variability than lead-acid 

passive hybrid systems. The weight of the Ni-MH battery pack is also in-

between the weights of the equivalent lithium and lead-acid batteries. As the 

Ni-MH battery has a longer life cycle than a lithium battery, it can be a good 

alternative choice for long range passive hybrid FCEVs operating on the main 

road networks.  

 

Overall, the current lithium-based passive FCEV is the most appropriate for 

urban environments due to the smaller impact of load demand variation on the 

fuel cell, and the smaller weight of the battery pack. 
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Chapter 8: Passive hybrid system 

component sizing  

8.1 Introduction  

Chapter 6 demonstrated that a passive hybrid FCEV is more sensitive to high-

speed drive cycles than active hybrid FCEVs due to the increased variability in 

fuel cell output power. Chapter 7 has shown the impact of the battery type and 

fuel cell combination on passive hybrid system performance. It highlighted the 

need to carefully select the fuel cell and battery size to meet the vehicle’s 

operating requirements. 

 

This chapter proposes a design method for fuel cell and battery selection for 

passive hybrid FCEVs. The validity of selection rules is then evaluated using 

simulation studies exploiting the research work carried out in Chapter 2 and the 

modelling of the Microcab H2EV vehicle done in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 

This chapter is organised as follows; Section 8.2 describes the battery and fuel 

cell selection guidelines for the passive hybrid system. Section 8.3 to section 

8.5 cover the demonstration and validation of the optimal passive hybrid system 

selection methodology. Section 8.6 comprises of a critical analysis of the 

passive hybrid system under different drive cycles and the carbon footprint for 

the passive hybrid H2EV.  
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8.2 Battery and fuel cell selection methodology  

Battery and fuel cell sizing is a crucial step for the design of passive hybrid 

systems. This section proposes a set of rules to select the most optimum 

combination of cell sizes and battery sizes. These rules can be adapted to 

different battery technologies and are demonstrated for lithium, lead-acid and 

NiMH battery technologies. Having described the rule, the subsequent 

subsection describes the constraints associated with the vehicle under 

consideration. The model developed in Chapter 3 is then used to simulate a 

reference system for different drive cycles. The data gathered in the simulation 

studies are then exploited, and the voltage current curves, for different battery 

technologies, are used to select candidate fuel cell battery size combinations. 

Finally, a simulation study demonstrates the application of these rules for the 

purpose of optimum sizing to save weight on the vehicle.  

 

The following methodology and rules are proposed 

 

1. Determine the fuel cell stack power and battery power required to meet the 

power demand for the vehicle and its typical journeys.  

a) Determine the vehicle characteristics including passenger load. 

b) Use a powertrain model to analyse the target drive cycle and determine the 

maximum speed and acceleration to calculate the peak power demand, and 

range based on the Microcab H2EV vehicle. 

c) Determine the requirements (weight, volume, downsizing, upsizing) in the 

vehicle for battery and fuel cell stacks.  

 

2. Make use of the fuel cell and battery combination map in Figure 8-1, Figure 

8-6 and Figure 8-8 to: 

a) Check that the maximum fuel cell voltage is higher than the battery open-
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circuit voltage to identify possible combinations. Fuel cell stack can 

continually charge battery without DC-DC converter when stack voltage is 

higher than battery open circuit voltage.  

b) Check that the battery voltage curve is always higher than the fuel cell stack 

voltage at the maximum current point (75A for Ballard.) Fuel cell voltage is 

lowest at maximum current point, at this moment the battery help fuel cell 

supply power to load to ensure the safety of fuel cell stack. In passive hybrid 

system, battery voltage and fuel cell voltage are same when they are in 

parallel circuit. Therefore, the battery voltage should higher than the lowest 

fuel cell voltage to prevent accident.   

c) Determine the overlap point between the fuel cell and the battery. This is 

the threshold point which is the turning point of the battery charge/discharge.  

d) Make full use of the fuel cell curve before the maximum current point 

(dashed line) and the overlap point, leading to the maximum performance 

for the fuel cell stack. At the maximum current point, the battery pack will 

help fuel cell to supply energy to the load.  

 

3. Simulate, using the reference electrical power train, pertinent drive cycles 

such as UDC, Artemis-urban, JC08 as well as more demanding drive cycles 

to investigate the performance of the vehicle for extreme cases based on its 

expected usage, e.g. FTP-75 and WLTP2.  

a) Record the simulated fuel cell peak power, the power at idle and the 

average power output for different drive cycles. 

b) Identify areas of improvement in terms of hydrogen fuel economy and 

carbon footprint.  

 

As the rules are presented, the following sections will demonstrate how to use 

these rules to select a downsized passive hybrid system for H2EVs  
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8.3 Passive hybrid H2EV target drive cycles 

An important consideration in BEVs or H2EVs is to increase the range of use 

for the passive hybrid powertrain. Chapter 6 showed the passive hybrid FCEV 

is more sensitive to a high speed drive cycle than the active hybrid FCEV. The 

main characteristics of the H2EV vehicle, designed for urban use, were given 

in Table 3-1. Therefore, different drive cycles such as Artemis-urban, JC08. 

FTP-75 and WLTP2 are selected to probe the limits of downsizing the passive 

system. After selecting the drive cycles of the H2EV, the peak power demand 

can be measured by the modelling. According to rule 1b, FTP-75, as the most 

aggressive drive cycle, required a peak load power of 24.27kW. The aim is to 

determine the most cost-efficient system with the smallest possible battery and 

fuel cell sizes that still meet the operating demands of the vehicle. In order to 

provide peak power to the load, the lower limit of cell numbers for three battery 

packs are: lithium battery - 20 cells for each group, lead-acid battery size is 

limited to 31 cells for each group and NiMH battery size is limited to 60 cells for 

each group. 

 

The next section will explain the fuel cell and battery selection based on the 

hybrid combination maps. 
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8.4 Fuel cell and battery selection based on hybrid 

combination map 

Having limited the range of power required to be delivered by the fuel cell and 

the battery based on the vehicle used and the expected journey, this section 

determines suitable combinations based on voltage-current curves for three 

different battery technologies.  

8.4.1 Rule verification for lithium batteries and fuel cell selection  

 

Figure 8-1 Number of fuel cells (red) and lithium battery cells (blue) in the passive hybrid system  

 

As an example, if the 20-cell lithium battery is used in a passive hybrid system, 

according to rules 2a and 2b, 90 to 105 fuel cells can be selected for the system. 

Following the rule 2d, a 105-fuel-cell-stack will provide the best performance 
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for the system. Figure 8-2 shows the comparison for an FCEV passive hybrid 

system, under a UDC drive cycle, equipped with 100, 105 or 110 fuel cells. It 

can be seen that when the vehicle load increases, passive hybrid system fuel 

cell power responds the increased power demand. The 100-cell fuel cell and 

105-cell fuel cell can work appropriately for the hybrid system. The 105-cell 

stack provides 7.7% more power to the system compared to the 100-cell stack. 

The 110-cell fuel cell stack, as a negative example, is not following the selection 

rule 2b. It can be seen that the stack is not able to supply a constant power to 

the system, with the stack power dropping sharply at 0s, 20s, 60s and 140s. 

Figure 8-3 shows the 110-cell fuel cell stack and 20-cell battery voltage in a 

passive hybrid system. The UDC drive cycle has a higher speed at 20s, 60s, 

and 140s periods, and the vehicle needs higher power when it starts. Therefore, 

during these periods the battery and fuel cell both supply power to the system. 

In the passive hybrid system, the fuel cell and battery are operating at the same 

voltage. The voltage at the peak power point for the 110-cell fuel cell stack is 

63.8V when the battery voltage is lower than 63.8V. The fuel cell stack cannot 

exceed its limit to provide the same voltage to the system. As a result, the 105-

cell fuel cell stack that satisfies the rules shows the best performance in this 

test. 
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Figure 8-2 Comparison of 100-cell, 105-cell and 110-cell fuel cell stack with 20 cell lithium 

battery in the passive hybrid system  

 

 

Figure 8-3 110-20 cells passive hybrid system voltage under UDC driving cycle  
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In previous chapters, the 100-cells PEMFC and 24-cell lithium battery are 

selected for the passive hybrid system. According to the selection guidelines, a 

100-cell PEMFC could exhibit better performance when combined with a 20-

cell lithium battery. Figure 8-4 shows the different numbers of lithium battery 

cells combined with a 100-cell PEMFC in the passive hybrid system. The test 

is under four UDC drive cycles with a battery at 70% SoC level. The average 

power for the 20-cell combination is 4498W, which is close to the maximum 

power of the stack. However, the average power of a 24-cell combinations is 

1311W lower than the 20-cell combination. The standard deviation of the 20-

cell combination and the 24-cell combination is 76.45 and 100.1, respectively. 

The PEMFC with the 20-cell combination is able to continually output the 

maximum fuel cell power, resulting in a smoother power curve than the 24-cell 

combination. Therefore, downsizing the fuel cell stack or the battery pack is 

possible for the passive hybrid system.  

 

Figure 8-4 100-cell PEMFC combinate with 20-cell and 24-cell lithium battery in the passive 

hybrid system  
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A further simulation for selecting fuel cell stack and battery pack size was 

designed and conducted. A combination of 100-cell PEMFC and 24-cell lithium 

battery pack was replaced by the combination of 95-cell PEMFC and 20-cell 

lithium battery pack. Figure 8-5 shows the stack performance for a passive 

hybrid FCEV with different stack and battery pack sizes under the UDC drive 

cycles. Downsizing the passive hybrid system could increase performance by 

22.05% and improve the stability of the stack by 16%. Downsizing has the 

additional advantage of reducing the weight of the vehicle by 8.32kg. However, 

the new combination cannot satisfy the peak load for the drive cycle and is only 

suitable for lighter vehicle or more gentle drive cycles. Thus, when the passive 

hybrid system is able to meet the power requirements for load cycles, an 

optimal combination of the stack and battery pack can significantly increase the 

passive hybrid FCEV efficiency as well as reduce the cost.   

 

Figure 8-5 Comparison of 100-cell PEMFC combined with a 24-cell lithium battery, and a 95-

cell PEMFC combined with 20-cell lithium battery in the passive hybrid system 
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8.4.2 Rules verification for lead-acid batteries and fuel cell 

selection 

The same rules apply for fuel cell and lead-acid battery passive hybrid systems. 

Figure 8-6 shows the number of cells for a lead-acid battery and fuel cells for 

the passive hybrid H2EV.     

 

Figure 8-6 Number of fuel cells (red) and lead-acid battery cells (blue) in a passive hybrid 

system 

 

For a 100-cells fuel cell, the peak power point for the stack is 58V. As the rules 

2a and 2b recommend, 31 to 36 cells of a lead-acid battery are acceptable for 

the system. Within the rule 2d, a 31-cell lead-acid battery is assumed the 

perfect choice for the system. Figure 8-7 depicts the three combinations for the 

100-cell fuel cell under UDC drive cycle at a battery 70% SoC level. In the 31-

cell and 32-cell lead-acid battery systems, the fuel cell operates well. The 
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PEMFC of a 31-cell battery passive hybrid system provides more power (1.22%) 

compared to the PEMFC of the 32-cell battery passive hybrid system. 

Furthermore, the fluctuation of the power curve is reduced by 39.84% 

compared to the 36-cell battery passive hybrid system. As section 8.3 expected, 

the 30-cell lead-acid battery is below the lower limit of the passive hybrid system. 

Therefore, excessive low battery voltage caused fuel cell behaviour disorders 

in the 30-cell lead-acid battery passive hybrid system. The 31-cell lead-acid 

battery meets the assumptions that the rules expect. Hence, the selection rules 

are working correctly for a lead-acid battery. 

 

 

Figure 8-7 Comparison of 30-cell, 31-cell and 32-cell lead-acid batteries with a 100-cell fuel cell 

stack in the passive hybrid system 
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8.4.3 Rules verification for Ni-MH batteries and fuel cell 

selection  

Figure 8-8 shows the characteristic voltage curves for Ni-MH batteries and fuel 

cell stacks. For example, a 110-cell fuel cell stack needs an appropriate Ni-MH 

battery pack. According to rules 2a and 2b, all battery packs from 60 to 72 cells 

can satisfy the requirement. Figure 8-9 shows that the combination of a 60-cell 

Ni-MH battery and a 110-cell fuel stack can supply more power to the system, 

meeting the requirement of rule 2d. For a 60-cell hybrid system, the 

performance increased by about 5.12% compared to a 64-cell hybrid system. 

Also, the stability of the fuel cell power curve increased by 23.63% and the 

power increased from 2932W to 4176W compared to the 72-cell system. 

 

Figure 8-8 Number of fuel cells (red) and Ni-MH battery cells (blue) in passive hybrid system 
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Therefore, there is no need to increase the battery size to gain more energy 

from the fuel cell, resulting in saving space, weight and cost for the FCEV. The 

results demonstrate that the proposed rules lead to an appropriate combination 

of Ni-MH battery for a passive system. 

 

Figure 8-9 Comparison of 60-cell, 62-cell and 64-cell lead-acid batteries with a 110-cell fuel cell 

stack in the passive hybrid system 

 

The selection rules have been validated by simulation results for the most 

commonly used batteries. Analysis of different batteries that are used in the 

passive hybrid system shows that fuel cell and battery sizing have a significant 

impact on fuel cell performance and safety. Downsizing the passive hybrid 

system is able to provide better performance than a larger system. 

 

It becomes apparent that the optimal selection is dependent on the drive cycle 

and the energy management strategies. For urban drive cycles, the downsizing 

combination of a 95-cell PEMFC and a 20-cell lithium battery pack was selected 

for the Microcab H2EV. Further investigations on the third part of the 

methodology are discussed in the next section.   
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8.5 Evaluation of downsizing the passive hybrid system under 

urban drive cycles  

According to the methodology in the first two sections, downsizing the passive 

hybrid system to a 95-cell PEMFC and a 20-cell lithium battery pack was 

selected to satisfy the power demand of urban drive cycles. Therefore, the 

proposed passive hybrid system will be tested under different target drive 

cycles to analyse its performance.  

8.5.1 Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test Procedure 

According to the Vehicle Certification Agency (2020), the NEDC is gradually 

being replaced by the new Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure 

(WLTP). The new driving cycle is aimed to provide a more realistic performance 

for vehicles. Due to the fact that Micro-cab is categorized as a low-powered 

FCEV, WLTP2 is suitable for this test. The WLTP2 driving cycle has three 

phases: the low phase of the first 3131m at an average speed of 51.4km/h, the 

medium phase distance is 4712m with a higher average speed by 44.1km/h 

and the high phase has the maximum speed of 85.2km/h to cover the remaining 

6820m. Figure 8-10 shows the PEMFC performance under the WLTP2 drive 

cycle. It can be seen that the PEMFC is operating around the average power 

of 3951W. In the latest realistic driving cycle, the downsized passive hybrid 

system still provided a stable performance. 
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Figure 8-10 Passive hybrid system performance under the WLTP2 drive cycle  
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8.5.2 ARTEMIS urban European drive cycles  

The ARTEMIS urban driving cycle represents urban driving conditions including 

urban dense, free-flow urban, congested stops, congested with low speed and 

flowing stable (André 2004). The drive cycle covers 4874m distance with 1.72 

stops/km. This driving cycle is used to analyse the frequent stops effect on 

passive hybrid system performance. It can be seen in Figure 8-11, while the car 

is stopped frequently and various speeds are changed, the maximum and 

average speed is lower than the WLTP2 drive cycle, but maximum acceleration 

and deceleration speed is 2.861 m/s2 and -3.139 m/s2 which is much higher 

than the WLTP2 drive cycle. As a result, the peak load of the FCEV is 22.9% 

higher than the WLTP2 drive cycle. In this stricter condition, the fuel cell still has 

a stable output power of 3928W.  

 

Figure 8-11 Passive hybrid system performance under ARTEMIS urban drive cycle 
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8.5.3 FTP-75 drive cycle  

FTP-75 (Federal Test Procedure) is an American driving cycle for light-duty 

vehicles, it is also known as ADR 37 (Australian Design Rules) cycle in Australia 

(Crolla 2014). The overall driving cycle duration is 1877s and distance travelled 

17.77km, with a more aggressive maximum speed of 91.25km/h. It consists of 

four phases: a cold start transient phase lasting 505s, a stabilized phase from 

506s to 1372s, a hot soak phase to see what happens when the engine is 

turned off, and the hot start phase to cover the additional 505s after being 

stopped for 10 minutes. The long idling time of the drive cycle could simulate 

the passive hybrid FCEV performance during the idling situation. Figure 8-12 

shows the passive hybrid system performance. The stack average power is 

3935W during the 1877s travelled. In the idling condition the fuel cell provided 

an average 3844W power, which is slightly lower than the average power. 

 

Figure 8-12 Passive hybrid system performance under the FTP-75 drive cycle 
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8.5.4 Japanese JC08 Cycle 

As Europeans use WLTP to replace NEDC, the drive cycle in Japan also moves 

with the times. Jap 10-15 mode was used for testing the vehicle with a hot start 

and a maximum 70km/h speed. The new JC08 cycle consist of 300s of JC08 

cold start and 900s of JC08 hot start with a top speed 81.6 km/h. The cycle 

represents typically congested urban traffic in Japan. Figure 8-13 shows 

passive hybrid system performance under the JC08 drive cycle. The stack 

provides a relatively stable power of around 3901W.  

 

Figure 8-13 Passive hybrid system performance under JC08 drive cycle 
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8.6 Discussion and analysis  

8.6.1 Drive cycle analysis 

Table 8-1 Main parameters of urban drive cycles  

 WLTP2 Artemis-

urban 

FTP-75 JC08 4*UDC 

Total time (s) 1477 993 1877 1204 780 

Total distance 

(m) 

14664 4869.8 17769.4 8172 3976.4 

Average speed 

(km/h) 

35.7 17.65 34.08 24.4 18.35 

Maximum 

speed (km/h) 

85.2 57.70 91.25 81.6 50 

Maximum 

acceleration 

(m/s2) 

0.8 2.861 1.475 1.69 0.599 

Maximum 

deceleration 

(m/s2) 

-1.1 -3.139 -1.475 - 1.69 1.042 

Stops/km 1.87 2.87 1.07 1.22 3.01 

Idling time (s) 240 260 338+600 326 228 

Average stack 

power (W) 

3951 3928 3935 3901 3909 

Average stack 

power at idling 

(W) 

3862 3863 3844 3862 3864 

Fuel cell power 

output 

fluctuation 

(standard 

deviation) 

85.42 75.13 95.2 80.68 64.27 

Vehicle load 

power usage 

(kJ) 

4860.8 2183.6 6954.4 2870 1223.8 

Peak load (W) 17463 21462 24265 16144 10420 
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Table 8-1 and Figure 8-14 show the fuel cell stack performance comparison 

between different drive cycles. It can be seen that fewer high load power supply 

from fuel cell stack would reduce the instability of the passive hybrid system. 

The downsized passive hybrid system has a lower hydrogen consumption of 

7.3g/km compared to a 100-24 cell combination of 9.73g/km and provides more 

average power to the system. The 95-20 cell combination selected by the 

design methodology is more suitable for urban drive cycles. The results again 

proved the correctness of the selection methodology.  

 

Figure 8-14 Fuel cell stack performance of two passive hybrid systems under 

different drive cycles 
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Table 8-1 also summarises the main parameters of urban drive cycles and 

allows analysis of the fuel cell curve. It is necessary to analyse the drive cycles 

to identify the effect for the passive hybrid system. It can be seen for the optimal 

passive hybrid system; the fuel cell stack average power is very close under 

four drive cycles. The main differences between different drive cycles are 

maximum power and stability.  

 

In the case of the FTP-75 drive cycle, because of a long idling time and 

maximum speed of the driving cycle, the fluctuation of fuel cell power is most 

obvious. The same trend can be observed in the other drive cycles, when the 

maximum speed of the WLTP2 drive cycle is higher than the JC08 drive cycle, 

and the stack power stability is reduced by 5.32%. When maximum acceleration 

and deceleration speed, and stops are then considered, the Artemis-urban 

drive cycle required the most stops with the highest maximum acceleration and 

deceleration speed. It can be seen that the passive hybrid system works most 

stably under the Artemis-urban drive cycle. High transient power demand is 

satisfied by the lithium battery; therefore, the fuel cell stack can provide 

relatively stable power to the system. In the other drive cycles, the fuel cell stack 

needs to meet the higher load requirements due to the higher maximum speed. 

The results from the WLTP2 and JC08 drive cycles also show similar trends. 

By contrast, the JC08 drive cycle with lower maximum speed and higher 

maximum acceleration and deceleration resulted in a more stable power curve 

of the fuel cell stack. Thus, the parameter analysis of the drive cycles for the 

passive hybrid FCEV can be arranged Figure 8-15. 
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Figure 8-15 Sensitivity of passive hybrid system to drive cycles 

8.6.2 Well-to-wheel analysis 

Moreover, detailed carbon footprint analysis for the passive hybrid FCEV gives 

a clear picture of fuel economy compared with the other vehicle. Whilst the 

optimal hydrogen economy of the passive hybrid H2EV is available, it is 

possible to provide a life cycle GHG emission analysis of H2EV.  

 

Natural gas reforming is the most common method for hydrogen production – 

the GHG emission is between 7399.26g to 10832.25g CO2/kg H2 without CCS 

technology, and for the GHG emission form wind turbines it significantly 

reduces to 970 g CO2/kg H2 (BEIS 2019). For compressed hydrogen 100km 

road transportation reports emission of about 926.90 g CO2/kg H2 (Ramsden et 

al 2013). For the Microcab H2EV, the hydrogen tank storage pressure is 350 

bar, and the compression efficiency for hydrogen storage is 87% (Ryan et al. 

2014). The average GHG emission of hydrogen production from natural gas 

reforming with 100km road transportation is 10042.66g CO2/kg H2 and GHG 
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emission from wind turbine with 100km road transport is 1896.90 g CO2/kg H2. 

Then the WTW GHG emissions of passive hybrid H2EV are calculated as 

84.27 g CO2/km (natural gas) and 15.92 g CO2/km (wind turbine). 

 

Therefore, the carbon footprint of the passive hybrid H2EV with different 

powertrains is shown in Figure 8-16, vehicle data from EERE (2016). As 

excepted, ICE and ICE hybrid vehicles emit more CO2 than ZEVs. The FCEV 

and BEV emit similar CO2 because current commercial FCEVs require a larger 

car body to house the complicated powertrain. The Microcab passive H2EV is 

a lightweight FCEV. With its simpler powertrain it emits lower CO2, and has a 

higher energy efficiency. In addition, when considering the hydrogen production 

method, wind power produces a much lower carbon footprint than that of natural 

gas. Half of the CO2 is produced by road transportation when wind turbines are 

the energy source used to produce hydrogen. It can be predicted that 

renewable energy will play a major part in hydrogen production in the future, 

resulting in less GHG emission for FCEVs. 

 

Figure 8-16 WTW emission for different vehicles  
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8.7 Conclusion 

This chapter established the passive hybrid design methodology for the H2EV. 

With appropriate sizing of the fuel cell and batteries, the passive hybrid system 

offers some flexibility for saving space, weight and cost for the FCEV. At the 

same time, improving the FCEV drive range and system stability. 

 

The results suggest that using the maximum power of the fuel cell stack 

reduces the robustness of the system. From the perspective of safety and risk 

concerns, the lowest operating voltage of the battery pack needs to be carefully 

considered for the passive hybrid system.  

 

It was also found that the battery capacity is irrelevant to hybridization 

performance, and it is convenient to add additional battery cells in parallel to 

increase the operating time of the PMEFC. However, adding batteries increases 

FCEV weight. 

 

From analysis of different drive cycles, it can be found that the stability of 

passive hybrid FCEVs is significantly influenced by the maximum speed of the 

drive cycle, and less affected by the stops, average speed, acceleration and 

deceleration. Drive cycles categorised as urban and rural drive cycles are most 

suitable for passive hybrid FCEVs. However, the effect of fuel cell degradation 

under aggressive rural and highway drive cycles needs to be carefully 

considered in future road tests.  

 

Based on the selection methodology, an optimised passive hybrid is applicable 

for typical urban drive cycles with similar average output power and reduced 

hydrogen consumption. The WTW GHG emission results showed the Microcab 

passive hybrid H2EV as a lightweight passenger vehicle, has the lowest carbon 
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footprint which is more likely to realise the goal of ‘net-zero’ GHG in the UK by 

2050. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and future works  

This thesis aimed to investigate the suitability of passive hybrid FCEV 

powertrain for the Coventry University Microcab H2EV (Hydrogen Electric 

Vehicle). The work has resulted in a number of original contributions which are 

presented in the conclusions together with the findings from this work. The 

areas of further work identified are then presented.  

9.1 Conclusions  

The academic literature review has shown the state of art of ZEVs and related 

technologies. The review identified that the main BEV limitations were the range 

and raw material availability to manufacture large battery packs on the scale 

that is required. The main FCEV limitations were the limited hydrogen 

infrastructure and distribution network as well as the high purchase cost. Latest 

fuel cell and ESS technologies whilst improving, still require further 

developments. An alternative to the traditional BEV, which can enable an 

increase to the drive range and speed of charge is the FCEV. For example a 

FCEV can charge in 5-10 min whereas am EV needs more than 45 min. Having 

identified the purchase cost as a barrier to adoption of FCEVs, this work aims 

to reduce their costs and increase their overall powertrain efficiency through the 

development of passive hybridization. In particular, the Microcab H2EV can 

save £800 for DC-DC converter. The fuzzy controller, in addition to reducing 

hydrogen consumption, can extend fuel cell and battery life and therefore 

reduce future replacement cost of fuel cell stack and battery pack. The rules 

developed to select the components can reduce the size of passive hybrid 

system, whereas a reduction from 120 cells to 100cells can save £453 for the 

FCEV stack. 
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An original passive hybrid FCEV powertrain model has been developed that 

allowed the simulation of different FCEV architectures under urban, highway 

and user-defined drive cycles. The model was validated against experimental 

data for both active and passive hybrid systems. The good agreement between 

experimental data and simulation provided the confidence to apply this model 

to develop an original power management system and evaluate various battery 

and fuel cell combination for an urban FCEV. This model has been developed 

using the MATLAB®/Simulink® environment and is therefore well suited to be 

shared with the academic community.  

 

Direct passive hybridization between fuel cell and lithium battery exhibits an 

extended drive range whilst keeping the fuel cell average power to a similar 

level than the active system. This is achieved by allowing the fuel cell power to 

respond to small changes in electrical load demand. The simulation results 

indicated that passive hybrid systems are able to provide a simpler system with 

longer drive range and lower cost.  

 

As the process parameters of the PEMFC are analysed in the sensitivity test. 

Using the powertrain model, a fuzzy management strategy is designed for the 

passive hybrid to control the power flow between fuel cells and ESS by 

modulating the hydrogen pressure. With the fuzzy controller, the passive 

system can satisfy the load of FCEV while reducing the number of fuel cell start-

stop times and extending the overall range. 

 

The parameters of the PEMFC were analysed in the sensitivity test. It was 

found that the most significant control variables were the fuel cell pressure and 

the fuel flow rate. The air pressure and air flow rate were less significant in 

terms of enabling an efficient load output variation. To keep the control system 

as simple as possible, only the most significant variable was selected as the 
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control variable, namely the hydrogen pressure. 

 

The aim of the controller is to enable the fuel cell to charge the battery if it is 

required and complement the battery to provide the required load when the 

battery is at maximum output power. The battery state of charge and fuel cell 

power output were used as input to the proposed fuzzy controller to calculate 

the most appropriate fuel cell pressure and consequently fuel cell output power. 

This controller was specifically developed for a passive hybrid system to control 

the power flow between fuel cells and ESS. The fuzzy controller was shown to 

be able to satisfy the load of the FCEV whilst, at the same time, reducing the 

number of fuel cell start-stop times and extending the overall range. The 

reduction in the need to stop and or start the fuel cell should result in significant 

gains in term of cell life cycle and is expected to compensate for the degradation 

associated with the higher fuel cell power fluctuation compared to the active 

hybrid system. The controller was able to extend the range by 27.28% with a 

about 27% charge speed increase for passive method compared to active 

method. The passive hybrid Microcab H2EV has 23.16% lower GHG emission 

than the Hyundai IX35 FCEV.  

 

The current Microcab H2EV utilises a lithium-ion battery. Different battery 

technologies have been investigated to evaluate potential application areas 

depending on the size and usage of the vehicle. Considering the lifespan and 

cost of fuel cell stack, it was found the currently used lithium batteries are well 

suited to FCEV that operate in an urban environment as the inherent variability 

of power demands results in less fuel cell power fluctuation than NiMH batteries 

and lead-acid batteries. 

 

A method for the selection of fuel cell and battery sizes for passive hybrid 

system was proposed. The application of the rules was demonstrated for 
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different battery technologies and PEMFC. It was shown that the sizing of 

battery and fuel cell has a significant impact on the passive system performance. 

Downsizing of fuel cell stack and battery is possible to exhibit better 

performance based on the vehicle usage of targeted drive cycles. It was found 

that the exploitation of the fuel cell stack power curve is a critical selection 

criteria that is often overlooked. 

 

Analysis of latest urban cycles showed that the proposed passive hybrid system 

is ideal for urban driving with many stops. The WTW GHG emissions analysis 

of current vehicles suggests passive hybrid H2EV as a lightweight passenger 

vehicle which results in lower GHG emissions is more likely to meet ‘net zero’ 

target by 2050.  

 

9.2 Future works 

The work carried out in this thesis was mostly based on Microcab H2EV. Further 

modelling and experimental work are listed below: 

9.2.1 Simulation work 

1. The developed model could add automotive auxiliary systems such as 

heating and air conditioning system as well as various comfort loads. 

2. More accurate models of the power electronic and system components 

could help design a cost-effective alternative to DCDC converters. 

3. The degradation of the battery and the fuel cell model requires further work. 

The model only considers the operating condition of these devices at the 

beginning of life. Thus, further improvement and validation of battery and 

fuel cell life cycle should be done so that it can be included in the controller 

objectives. 
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4. Optimisation techniques could be used to evaluate the impact of a 

potentially large number of parameters affecting the efficient, effective, safe, 

reliable and robust operation of a passive hybrid system.  

5. A simple by design fuzzy control strategy was developed with a manageable 

number of rules. Further work could include the development of more 

complex rules or control structure to be able to take into account the 

additional objectives associated with the optimal performance of the vehicle 

under different more of operation. 

6. Passive hybrid system can be used for a range of vehicles. An identified 

application area is light-duty automotive applications such as electric 

mobility scooter. According to National Travel Survey, 56.46% people who 

have a disability for more than one year stated to have mobility difficulties. 

The ageing population is increasing the need for practical means of 

transportation to meet their increased intered in making trips compared to 

the younger population (Department for Transport 2019). Major cities in the 

UK have problems of traffic congestions. The use of mobility scooter in place 

of larger vehicle could help address some of the congestion problems. A 

market study carried out in (Barton et al. 2014) estimated the annual growth 

in sales of scooters at approximately 5-10% with the buyers most interested 

in their range. Currently, commercial electric mobility scooter mainly use 

lead- acid battery pack as ESS. Because of the limited space for the electric 

mobility scooter, the driving range is much worse than BEV. Passive hybrid 

system as a simple and high efficiency system could be integrated within 

electric mobility scooter. 

9.2.2 Experimental work 

1. The complete passive hybrid FCEV will be implemented and optimised 

based on Microcab H2EV. 

2. The degradation of different batteries and fuel cell in a passive hybridization 
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system on FCEV under real drive cycles is worthy of further investigation.  

3. Apply the strategy developed to other types of vehicles.  
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Appendices 

1.1 Review of energy storage sources for ZEV 

BEVs use the battery as an energy source and are charged by electricity 

supplied from the power grid. The battery is an important component, allowing 

energy storage over long periods of time. Different battery technologies have 

different capacities and other characteristics (Das, 2017). There are six types 

of batteries could be used in ZEV applications: lead acid batteries, nickel 

batteries, ZEBRA batteries, lithium batteries, metal air batteries and sodium-

sulphur battery (Tie et al. 2013; Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren 

et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017). 

 

1.1.1 Lead-Acid battery 

Lead acid batteries haave been developed for more than 150 years. Due to its 

affordability, the lead-acid battery is used for ICE vehicles. As shown in  

Table 0-1, the production cost of the Lead-acid batteries is three times less 

expensive than for Nickel batteries. ICE vehicles use Lead-acid batteries with 

start/stop technology to reduce the cost and for the same reason some early 

models of electric cars also use this battery technology, such as the Toyota 

RAV4. Lifetime is a serious problem for Lead-acid batteries. Test results from 

the earliest modern EVs from General Motors show that after 1000 cycles of 

80% discharge under normal temperature, the batteries had lost more than 30% 

of their original capacity (Johnson 2014). For now, lead-acid batteries are not 

the first choice for EV batteries, however they are still the most favoured by 

automakers for starting, lighting and ignition (SLI) functions. 
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Table 0-1 Summary of Lead Acid battery characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; 

Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017). 

Energy storage 

source type 

Lead–Acid Advance lead 

acid 

Valve 

regulated lead 

acid (VRLA) 

Metal foil lead 

acid 

Specific energy 

(Wh/kg) 

35 45 50 30 

Energy density 

(Wh/L) 

100 - - - 

Specific power 

(W/kg) 

180 250 150+ 900 

Life cycle 1000 1500 700+ 500+ 

Energy 

efficiency (%) 

>80 - - - 

Production 

cost (£/kWh) 

48 160 120 - 

Advantage Low cost, widely used, widely recycled and can supply high current. 

Disadvantage Short life cycle, not environmentally friendly both at the production and 

disposal stage. 

Application Lead acid batteries are widely used on traditional ICE vehicles, lighting, 

uninterruptible power supplies, submarines and backup energy sources 
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1.1.2 Nickel battery 

Nickel–metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries started to infiltrate the market of lead-

acid batteries in the 1990’s. According to Table 0-2, the specific energy, energy 

density and specific power of Nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries improved 

by 171%, 120% and 66.7% respectively, compared to Lead-acid batteries. 

Moreover, the weight advantage of Ni-MH batteries has played a prominent role 

due to EVs requiring batteries with larger capacities. For example, compared 

to lead-acid, the Ni-MH battery packs and for the General Motors EV1 reduce 

the weight of the battery packs by 114kg (23.7%), increased the battery 

capacity by 56.1% and increased the specific energy by 93% (Johnson 2014). 

 

Lifetime is another merit of Ni-MH batteries. According to consumer reports, the 

performance of the battery from a Prius after driving 215,000 miles is still as 

good as the internal combustion engine (Consumer Reports 2011). In the 

meantime, automakers are preferring to use environmentally friendly batteries. 

Therefore, EVs advocate the use of Nickel-based batteries to replace lead-acid 

batteries. Many EVs such as the Toyota Prius, Honda CR-Z and Ford Escape 

have used Ni-MH battery packs in the past decade (HALL, 2015) 
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Table 0-2 Summary of Nickel-based battery characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; 

Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017). 

Energy 

storage 

source type 

Nickel–iron (Ni-

Fe)  

Nickel–zinc 

(Ni-Zn) 

Nickel–cadmium 

(Ni–Cd) 

Nickel–metal 

hydride (Ni–MH) 

Specific 

energy 

(Wh/kg) 

50-60 75 50-80 70-95 

Energy 

density (Wh/L) 

60 140 50-150 180-220 

Specific 

power (W/kg) 

100-150 170-260 200 200-300 

Life cycle 2000 300 2000 <3000 

Energy 

efficiency (%) 

75 76 75 70 

Production 

cost (£/kWh) 

120-160 80-160 200-240 160-200 

Advantage Stable, deep 

cycling, long life 

time  

High specific 

energy High 

rate of charge 

and discharge 

made by low-

cost benign 

materials. 

works well under the 

bad conditions, High 

rate of charge and 

discharge, wide 

temperature range   

environment-

friendly, high 

specific energy, 

long cycle life, 

large temperature 

ranges 

Disadvantage High cost 

Low voltage, 

heavy weight, 

high 

maintenance 

cost, high self-

discharge rate 

Shorter life due 

to growth of 

zinc dendrites 

 

High cost, memory 

effect, Cadmium is a 

high-cost heavy metal 

and not 

environmentally 

friendly 

High cost, 

memory effect (a 

little better than 

Ni-Cd), high self-

discharge 

Application Traction and Off-

grid power 

system storage 

Traction, 

Electric 

Bicycles 

Two-way radios, toys, 

emergency medical 

devices, camera 

Emergency lighting 

and power tools 

Low powered 

devices, vehicle 

battery, Medical 

instruments and 

equipment 
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1.1.3 Lithium battery 

 

In the same way that Ni-MH batteries have replaced the lead-acid batteries, Ni-

MH batteries are now gradually being replaced by lithium batteries. Table 0-3 

indicates the characteristics and highlight the advantages of Lithium-ion 

batteries. Specific energy, energy density and specific power are more than 

double that of Ni-MH technology. Although the life cycle is only 2/3 of that of Ni-

MH batteries, the electrical efficiency is 25% higher than Ni-MH batteries. The 

high performance of Lithium battery allows lightweight battery pack design and 

modest resource requirements. For example, due to the high capacity available, 

a single lithium battery is able to replace three Ni-MH battery packs (Kurzweil 

and Garche 2017). Many researchers and companies have realised the 

superiority of lithium batteries for clean power vehicles (Ballon, 2011). 
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Table 0-3 Summary of Lithium battery characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; 

Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017). 

Energy 

storage 

source type 

Lithium–iron 

sulphide 

(FeS) 

Lithium–iron 

phosphate 

(LiFePO4) 

Lithium-ion 

polymer 

(LiPo) 

Lithium-ion Lithium–

titanate 

(LiTiO/NiMnO2) 

Specific 

energy 

(Wh/kg) 

50 120 130-225 118-250 80-100 

Energy 

density (Wh/L) 

- 220 200-250 200-400 - 

Specific 

power (W/kg) 

300 2000-4500 260-450 200-430 4000 

Life cycle 1000+ >2000 >1200 2000 18000 

Energy 

efficiency (%) 

80 - - >95 - 

Production 

cost (£/kWh) 

88 280 120 120 1600 

Advantage Low cost, 

high specific 

energy 

high voltage 

operation, long life 

cycle, 

environmentally 

friendly and heat 

resistance 

long storage 

lifetime, low 

discharge rate 

High specific 

energy, high 

voltage 

operation, no 

memory effect 

low discharge 

rate 

Safety, long life 

cycle, faster to 

charge and low-

temperature 

performance 

Disadvantage Lifetime, high 

operating 

temperature  

Performance 

reduced when low 

temperature   

safety problem  national 

degradation, 

overcharge and 

discharge will 

reduce the 

lifetime  

High cost  

Application Research 

area   

EVs and lighting  Radio-

controlled 

equipment, 

smartphone 

and laptop  

Portable devices, 

EVs and electric 

devices  

Electric power-

trains, UPS and 

solar-powered 

street lighting. 
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1.1.4 Sodium-nickel and Sodium-sulphur battery  

In 1966, Ford Motor Company used a sodium–sulphur (Na-S) battery for their 

early model of EV. Although Na-S batteries have advantages including high 

energy density, high energy efficiency and good cycling flexibility, the battery 

can only operate at about 300 °C. However, the normal operating temperature 

for the other battery technologies is in the range –20°C to 60°C. Therefore, 

sodium–sulphur (Na-S) batteries are widely used in large energy storage 

stations to help balance the power distribution in the electricity grid. A fire 

accident in a Na-S battery factory belonging to NGK INSULATORS, LTD, 

indicated the potential safety problems of these batteries. According to Kumar’s 

review, Na-S batteries operating at high temperatures can cause fire and 

explosion if the solid electrolyte works incorrectly (Kumar 2018). As well as 

Sodium–sulphur batteries, Sodium–nickel chloride batteries require very high 

operating temperatures. The energy loss in the standby state is the main 

problem for use in EVs.  

In view of these disadvantages, room temperature Na-S batteries might 

become a possible solution for EVs. Unfortunately, the electrochemistry of this 

new battery is very complicated and requires long-term fundamental research 

and technical development (Kumar 2018). The most likely applications for Na-

S batteries in the future are in transportation that is operating long-term. The 

characteristics and applications of Na-S batteries are depicted in Table 0-4. 
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Table 0-4 Summary of Sodium-nickel and Sodium-sulphur battery characteristics and 

characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren 

et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017).  

Energy storage 

source type 

Sodium–sulphur Sodium–nickel chloride  

Specific energy 

(Wh/kg) 

150-240 90-120 

Energy density 

(Wh/L) 

- 160 

Specific power 

(W/kg) 

150-230 155 

Life cycle 800+ 1200+ 

Energy 

efficiency (%) 

80 80 

Production cost 

(£/kWh) 

200-360 184-276 

Advantage High energy density, High 

energy efficiency, good cycling 

flexibility 

High energy density, at least 10-

year calendar life, low maintenance 

cost 

Disadvantage Operating in very high-

temperature 300-350 °C 

270°C operating temperature, 90 

W energy loss at stand by stage 

 

 Application Submarines and Energy storage 

power station 

Electric vehicles and railway 
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1.1.5 Metal-air battery 

In addition to lithium batteries, rechargeable metal-air batteries are one of the 

most promising energy sources for EVs. With many researchers’ contributions 

over the past 10 years, the improvement in metal-air batteries has been 

significant. However, according to recent research in (Shiga et al. 2013), the life 

cycle of Aluminium-air and Magnesium-air batteries is not sufficient. Problems 

such as instability of electrolytes and slow kinetic processes of oxygen 

reduction reaction and oxygen evolution reaction are hindering the 

development of metal-air batteries (Zhang, 2016). The characteristics and 

applications of metal-air batteries are described in Table 0-5. 
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Table 0-5 Summary of metal-air batteries characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; 

Westbrook 2001; Jaguemont et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2015; Das et al. 2017). 

Energy 

storage 

source type 

Aluminium-

air 

Zinc-air Zinc-

refillable 

Lithium-air  Magnesium-air sodium -air 

Specific 

energy 

(Wh/kg) 

250-500 1085 460 3463 2843 1105 

Energy 

density 

(Wh/L) 

- 1400 - -   

Specific 

power (W/kg) 

60 80-140 - -   

Life cycle - 200 - -   

Energy 

efficiency (%) 

80 - - >95   

Production 

cost ($/kWh) 

110 350 150 150   

Advantage Low cost, 

safety, high 

specific 

energy,  

high 

specific 

energy 

and high 

energy 

density 

long 

storage 

lifetime, low 

discharge 

rate 

long storage 

life, less 

weight 

low cost, 

lightweight and 

biocompatibility 

low cost, 

lightweight and 

biocompatibility 

Disadvantage Lifetime, 

high 

operating 

temperature  

low 

specific 

power, 

heavy, 

short 

cycle life 

safety 

problem  

Influenced 

by 

temperature 

parasitic 

corrosion 

causes high 

self-discharge 

rate and low 

Coulombic 

efficiency 

High cost of the 

setup, low cycle 

life, low high 

over potential 

Application Vehicles, 

emergency 

power 

sources 

Watches, 

hearing 

aids and 

safety 

lamps of 

railway 

and road.  

Radio 

controlled 

equipment, 

smart 

phone and 

laptop  

Research 

area 

Research area Research area 
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1.1.6 Ultra-capacitor (UC) 

The UC is considered as a possible choice for vehicle energy storage systems 

due to its high specific power, ultra-long lifetime, lower maintenance needs and 

wide operating temperature range (Parvini et al. 2016). Ren stated that UC 

hybrids with other battery technologies could be the right solution for electric 

vehicles. As a result, this technique has been widely accepted by researchers 

of automakers (Ren et al. 2015). The characteristics and applications of UCs 

are described in Table 0-6. 

 

Table 0-6 Ultra-capacitor (UC) characteristics and applications (Tie et al. 2013; Wang et al. 

2017) 

Energy storage 

source type 

Electric double-

layer capacitor 

Electrochemical pseudo 

capacitor 

Hybrid capacitors 

Specific energy 

(Wh/kg) 

5-7 10-15 10-15 

Energy density 

(Wh/L) 

- - - 

Specific power 

(W/kg) 

1-2M 1-2M 1-2M 

Life cycle 80%+10 years  40 years  15 years  

Energy efficiency 

(%) 

>95 >95 >95 

Production cost 

($/kWh) 

- - - 

Advantage High specific power, long life cycle, not sensitive or influenced by 

temperature 

Disadvantage Low specific energy density 

Application Electric vehicles, smart meter, wind power stations, power grid and 

LED 
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Appendix 1 Motor torque and speed curve map 

 

 

Appendix 2 Regenerative brake cut off point  
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Appendix 3 Battery charge limit of regenerative brake  

 

 

Appendix 4 Motor efficiency map 
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The work has led to the following publications: 

 

Conference Publication 

Jin Ren, Olivier Haas, Jinlei Shang and Asim Mumtaz. ‘Modelling and 

simulation for Fuel Cell Passive Hybrid Electric Vehicle’ Fuel Cell & Hydrogen 

Technical Conference 2018. Gallery Suite, NEC Birmingham. 

 

Journal articles 

Dongxiao Wu, Jin Ren *, Huw Davies, Jinlei Shang and Olivier Haas (2019) 

Intelligent Hydrogen Fuel Cell Range Extender for Battery Electric Vehicles. 

World Electr. Veh. J. 2019, 10(2), 29; https://doi.org/10.3390/wevj10020029 

 

Jin Ren, Olivier Haas, Jinlei Shang and Asim Mumtaz. ‘Evaluation of a hybrid 

FCEV based on a passive fuel cell/battery architecture FCEV’ submitted  

 

Jin Ren, Olivier Haas, Jinlei Shang and Asim Mumtaz. ‘Direct passive hybrid 

system selection for fuel cell vehicle’ which is in preparation. 
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